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ABSTRACT
A Study of Problems Preventing the Implementation
of Programs for the Educable
Mentally Retarded in Utah
by
John L. Bei tia, Doct o r of Education
Utah State University, 1967
Major Professor: Homer M. Johns on
Department: Educational Administration
The purposes of the study were to determine the level of priority
of importance of administrative problem areas and specific problem
items preventing the implementation of special programs for the
educable mentally retarded in Utah.

The study was conducted using a

survey of twenty-seven school districts in the state of Utah lacking
a sequantial program for the educable mentally retarded in grades one
through six.
A questionnaire was sent to 184 selected respondents, including
school board chairmen, superintendents, and elementary principals.
Responses were received from 92 percent of the original selection.
The respondent was asked to rank each of the problem items according
to one of five choices, major, moderate, average, minor, or no problem

to imp lementation .
Results were evaluated on the basis of agreement among the ranki ngs
of the respondents, the relationship of the rankings, priority of the
admi nistrative areas, priority of the problem items, and individual
group rankings.

Statistical treatment revealed significance at the

.01 level for the level of agreement and relationship among the rankings
of the admi nistrative problem areas.

Further treatment revealed the

priority of administrat i ve problem categories i n order of major importance to be:

(1) profes s i onal personnel, (2) pup il personnel;

(3) supervi s i on , (4) communications, (5) research, (6) fi nance, and
(7) policy .

Individual problem i tems used in the questionnai re were ranked by:priority of importance as perceived by t he re spondents as a combined
group as we ll as by individual groups.

The re were sixt y-two problem

items ranked in order of prd:ority.
The conclusions arrived at as a result of the analysis of the
data included:

( 1) there was a high level of agreement among the

perceptions of t he administrators i n ranking the importance of the
problem areas and specific items , (2) the resp ondents as i nd ividual
and combi ned group s pe r ceived the category of obtaining and re taining
qualified professional personnel as the major problem to implementation
of the special program, (3) the individual problem of greates t concern
was the obtaining of a qualified classroom teacher for the educable
mentally re tarded, (4) communications are needed to i nform the parents,
public , and school faculty to gain support for t he educational needs
of the educable mentally ret arded, (5) admini s trators recognize the
need for earl y identification of the pot entia l retardate, accurate
diagnos is and educa tional placement as important to program implementation, and (6) i t appeared that present school policies are adequate
in meeting the needs of program i mplementation of the· educable mentally
retarded.
(116 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"Although children may be the victims of Fate,
they will not be the victims of our negelect ."
John F. Kennedy
The American public is committed to the belief that through
the educational institution we shall remain a strong and progressive nation .

It is through the educational program that each

person may develop the means for active participation as a contributing member of society (Jordan, 1962) .

It is this ideal that has

led to the passage of legislation requiring the attendance of the
children of

our nation in the public school system.

Consequently,

there has been a demand for finan cial support at local, state, and

federal levels to operate the public school system.

Education for

all j.s wi.thin the grasp of our soc.iety .
Never before in history has man placed such emphasis for educational attainment as has the present genera tion in the United States.
Generally the public schools have made programs available for the
greater segment of our school population and such programs have met
the educational requirements of the normal students in our state
educational systems (Graham , 1964).

With the resources that our

nation has available for the development of educational programs for
everyone, there is no reason why such an objective cannot be
attai ned (McCloskey, 1961).
Education for all, however, is more a myth than an actuality
if we are concerned with meeting the needs 6f all of the children
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and not only a segment of the population.

Educators, as a group, have

known for many years that each child is an individual with differing
abilities and as such must be educated as an individual and not in a
mass of conformity .

Because of these variations in students it has

been found that the problems of supplying needed educat ional programs
multiply with the increase of enrollment and deviations in intelligence (Graham, 1964).
It has been known for years that i ntellectual differences exist
among students, however, little has been done until recently to provide special assistance for the educable mentally retarded student
(Barbe, 1963).

Although a great deal has been done in diagnost ic and

remedial areas of mental retardation the need for educational programrning is still great.

Because of his i ntellectual limitations the

educable mentally retarded student is unable to comprehend or reason
as well as the normal student i n his age group (Weber, 1963).

If

the s tudent with such a handicap remains with the normal students and
continues to fail in his effort to achieve, he soon becomes frus-

trated in the normal program of education (Miller, 1956).

It has thus

been established that there are many benefits in the early identification and special class placement of the educable mentally retarded
student (Kirk, 1962; Snyder, 1962; Johnson, 1950).
As early as 1931 the need for special education programs for
the retarded students was recognized by the Whitehouse Conference.
; . . further purpose seems to give the special class child
as much academic instruction as he can possibly absorb
under the be st conditions of i nstruction in spite of the

obvious inability of such ch ildren to profit adequately
from such instruction. The result is that other t ypes of
instruction which might be offered successfully, receive
a minimum amount of attention to the child's consequent
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disadvantage . The child when so recognized and trained
from an early age can often maintain themselves in
harmless i f not po sitively useful members of society.
(Wh itehouse Conference, 1931, p. 445)
The special class in the neighborhood public school is today the
mos t popular and highly recommended arrangement for the majority of
mentally re tarded s tudents (Robinson and Rob i nson, 1965).

Kirk (1962)

and others have found the special class offers advantages to the
s tudent that are not available to him in the normal classroom situat ion .

Peer acceptance is enhanced (Johnson, 1948) better per sonal

adj us tment is noted (Bla t t, 1962) , and improved conf i dence and selfimage occ ur i n t he a t mosphere of the special classroom.

Provision

for the s pecial class in the public schools offers the opportunity
by which the educable mentally retarded student may deve lop the tools
for facing the world ahead of hi m (Gorton, 1964).
A sens e of conf i d e nce i n ones ability to succeed develops a

better adjusted student who feels capable of meeting the demands of
his environment.

The retarded child will develop such a feeling of

adequacy more readily if given the benefits of the special class
program (Vaughn, 1955).

Failure is a difficult th ing t o live wi th

and cont inual failure will lead to an unhealthy outlook on life.
There is a need for good mental health in the student if we are to
expect him to take advantage of the educational opportunities that
are afforded h i m (Brueck and Bodwin, 1962) .

Therefore, in an attempt

to provide the child with the healthy image of himself, the educational
opportunities must be offered at his l eve l of a tt ainment and as early
as poss i ble (Warren , 1962) .

To accomplish this requires that special

education c las ses be availab l e i n the early elementary grades before
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the child has failed several classes in the normal program (Tisdall,
1950).

If placement is delayed, problems begin to stack up so quickly

that the retarded child is unable to find solutions for them (Goodenough,
1956).
Th'e Need and the Problem
The people of Utah have furnished an educational system that
provides for the development of their children (Utah Code, 53, 19, 1).
Compulsory attendance for children ages six to eighteen (Utah Code,
53 , 24, 1) and financial support for schools (Utah Code , 53, 7, 1)
reflect the desire of education for all.

One may assume from this

legislation that the people of Utah actually support the need for
public education,

Not only is the nonnal child to attend but pro-

vision has also been made in the statutes for special education of
the mentally retarded child (Utah Code, 53, 18, 1).
In 1964 the Utah Governor's Study Committee was given the task
of evaluating education and recommending changes in public school
programs.

In the area of special education this committee found

the need for:
Attitional counseling and testing especially in the
elementary schools, t o find children in need of special
help so that proper training may be instituted at an
early age in order to avoid problems that develop in
later years. (Utah Governor 's Study Committee, 1964,
p. 19)
A recent study of the special education programs in Utah by the
Special Education Study Committee of 1966 indicated the l ack of
early programming and it recommended a further s tudy and possible ·
legislative action for pre-school training (Special Education Study
Committee, 1966).
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The Utah elementary schools have been lagging in their efforts
to develop special educational programs for the educable mentally
retarded students, particularly in their early school years (Special
Education Study Committee, 1966).

Of the forty school districts in

Utah, twenty-seven lack a complete sequence of programming in grades
one through six for the educable mentally retarded student.

Further-

more, of the 5904 estimated educable mentally retarded in the Utah
public schools only 2232 received special programs to meet their
needs during the 1965-66 school year (Biennial Report, 1966).
The lack of these special educational programs for the mentally
retarded poses a problem in Utah elementary schools.

The personnel

concerned with the administrative implementation of such programs
need to realize what problems exist in order that they may determine
the solutions which may be applicable for correcting the problems.
The Purpose
It was, therefore, the purpose of the study to determine the
importance of problems that prevent the implementation of special
education programs for the educable mentally retarded in Utah
elementary schools.
The objectives of the study were to determine:
1.

The priority of importance of various administrative
categories of problems that prevent the implementation of
the special education programs.

2.

The priority of importance of the problems as perceived by
a ll respondents to the survey.
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3.

The priority of importance of the problems as perceived by
the respondents according to their school position.

4.

The priority of importance of the problems as perceived by
the elementary principals according to school size.

5.

The level of agreement among the respondents as to their
rankings of the administrative category of problem areas.
The Limitations

The study was limited to those public school districts in Utah
that were not offering special education programs for those students
identified as educable mentally retarded in grades one through six.
These school districts were identified from the State Board of
Education report on special education (Special Education Report, 1966).
There were twenty-seven school districts with a total of 130 elementary
schools identified as belonging in this category.
The Definitions
Educable Mentally REtarded:

These children will be in an I. Q.

range of 55 to 75 and are lacking in intellectual ability for normal
development in the regular classroom program .

However, they appear

capable of acquiring some academic skill, social adequacy, and
vocational competency through special educational programs.
Special Education:

An education program designed to aid the

student unable to benefit from the normal school program due to his
specific handicap.
Chairman of the School Board:

An elected official of the school

district board whose duty it is to preside over meetings of the

school board.

He also assumes responsibility with other members of

the school board for district policy determination.
Superintendent of the School District:

The administrative officer

hired by the school board as its executive officer.

He is considered

to hold the highest position in the organizational structure of full
time employees.

It is the responsibility of the superintendent to

oversee the operation of the schools in the district, to implement
and enforce school board policies, and to report to and advise the
school board concerning school district matters.
Elementary Principal:

The administrative person in charge of

overseeing the educational program in one elementary school.

He is

generally under the direct supervision of the superintendent or an
assistant.
Background Information

Cain, Baker, Haetima and others have indicated the shortage of
research in the field of the mentally retarded child (Review of
Educational Research, 1962-63).

There is a dearth of research con-

cerned with the administrative problems associated with special
education and the educable mentally retarded student and the few
s tudies available are generally isolated in their scope and relate
to scattered programs or consist of the opinions of the writer (Howe,
1960).
Statistically we may expect from two to three percent of all
children born will be mentally retarded but having a potential for
educational development which can keep them from a l ife of dependency (Dunn, 1963).

The opportunity for this group to develop their
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potential should be made available.
If the mental status of the retarded child is to be improved
then treatment must begin early, before the growth process has reached
a state that hampers desired learning.

It is estimated that 90 per-

cent of the growth of the brain has occurred by the t ime a child is
six and there is evidence that half of his development occurs by the
time he reaches three (Goodenough, 1956).

In his work with the young

educable mentally retarded children Kirk (1962), reports that early
identification and special program placement for these students develops positive attitudes and a sense of belonging that is desirable
in all citizens.

Through the establishment of special programs for

the mentally retarded child it is possible to avert some of the normal
classroom failure while meeting the child's specific needs (Hutt and
Gibby, 1958).
While the retarded child is struggling in the normal classroom
to compensate for his failure to keep up with the normal students, the
normal student continues to push on to new achievements (Goodenough,
1956).

The mental health of the retarded child suffers in this type

of class room situation and there is evidence that the mental health
of other members in the cl ass deteriorates (Cassidy and Stanton,
1959).

Although the academic achievement of the special class

mentally retarded showed no important gain his personal adjustment
and mental health showed significant improvement (Warren, 1962).
Similar result s were found in an Iowa study of the personal adjust ment ability of mentall y retarded s tudents in the c las sroom (Brown,
1961).

The importance of iden t ifying the mentally re t arded as

ear ly i n school as possible and proper educational placement seems
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evident in providing the results that may not be available in the
regular classroom (Kirk, 1962).

Because there was a lack of achieve-

ment in the normal c l assroom, Thorsell (1963) recommends that the
educable mentally retarded be placed in a special program .

Lloyd

(1964) found that the earlier the child is iden t ified, the better
the chances were for a successful prognosis.

Mi l ler (1956) emphasizes

the fact that the mentally retarded child ' s shortcomings are amplified
if he remai ns in the normal classroom program.
Until recent years the handicapped of our nation have received
very little in the way of educational programs that prepared them to
assume positions of responsible ci t izenship (Mayo, 1963).

One reason

that has caused a shortage of programming in special education has
been the f inancial demands of such programs .

The fact that this type

of programming is more expensive per s tudent has been used against
the program .

However, it has been estimated that to care for a

retarded person with public funds woul d amount to over $150,000.00
during his lifetime.

The sum necess ary to educate a person capable

of educational achievement for ten to fifteen years would be considerably less .

Pr operly educate d and able t o assume a wor t hwhile

position in socie t y the student could expec t t o be a contr i but i ng
member of his communi t y.

As President J ohnson stated, "We need these

people to be tax payers not tax users. "

I t is possible for these

people to assume a near normal posi t ion in life if given the needed
opportunity (Weber , 1963).
The climate for special educat ional programs to provide for the
educa ble mentally retarded in our schools has never been more
favorable than at the present time (Barbe , 1963) .

However, we have
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begun to replace our feelings of pity for the exceptional child with
one of understanding and of acceptance.

If the special programs are

no t available to assist the educable mentally retarded in gaining an
education, his probl ems become more severe and cause more difficult
prob lems i n lat er life (Blodgett and Warfield, 1959) .

As the problems

of the mentally retarded i ncrease so do society 's in i ts efforts to
as s i st him.
The problems of administering the Educable Ment ally Retarded
Programs are many as determined by Porter (1960) in hi s study of
s pe cial education in Conneticut and Wisland (1962) in his study of
s peci al education administrative problems in the thirteen western
s ta t es .

They found that t he ma j or considerations to programming for

spe ci al education were s taf f personnel, program supervision, pupil
personnel , communications with the parents and the public as well as
faculty orientation, physical facilities to house the program, research procedures, financial support, and policies of the school
concerning the:mentally r e tarded.
The implementation of special educational programs and their
classroom functioning are the responsibility of the educator (Meyer,
1961).

The public looks to the school for the educational leadership

in giving all children the needed programs that they require to
develop into acceptable citizens.

CHAPTER II
METHOD
Objectives
The object i ves of the study were to determine the priority of
importance of problem items and administrative areas concerned with
the implementing of special education programs for the educable
mentally retarded, as well as to ascertain the level of agreement in
the perceptions of the respondent groups.

Specifically these ob-

jectives were:
1.

To determine the impor tance of the administrative problem
areas as perceived by the respondents .

2.

To determine the importance of the problem items as perceived by the respondents.

3.

To determine the importance of the problem items as per-

4.

To determine the importance of the problem items as per-

ceived by the respondent according to school position.

ceived by the princ ipals as a group.
5.

To determine the level of agreement among the rankings of
the administrative problem areas as perceived by the
res pondents.

In order to determine the outcome of these objectives the
investi gator tested the following hypothesis:
1.

There is no significant difference among rankings of
the administrative problem areas among the various
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respondent groups,
2.

There is no significant relationship among the rankings
of the administrative problem areas among the various
respondent groups,

3.

There is no significant difference among the ranking of the
administrative problem areas among the various principal
groups, and

4.

There is no significant relationship among the rankings of
the administrative problem areas among the various principal
groups .
The Population

All school districts in Utah not having a complete sequence of
special education classes for the educable mentally retarded in
grades one through six were identified and asked to assist in the
study.

The elementary schools located within these districts were

also identified.

The list of schools was compiled from the Utah

State Board of Education report on special education (Special
Educat i onal Report, 1966).
Several studies place the responsibility for the development
and implementation of school programs in the province of the
educational administrators (Meyers, 1961; McKenzie, 1964).

Since

these educators have the responsibility and authority to implement
programs of special education, the school superintendent, school
board chairman, and elementary principals of the identified districts
were s elec t ed to respond to the survey.

Identification was determined

from the Utah Public School Directory, 1966-67.
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Development of the Instrument
In reviewing the literature, the need for determination of the
maj or administrative problem categories appeared the first important
step for development of the instrument.

These major categories are

bas i c to all educational programs having various degress of importance
in relation to specific programs.

The studies by Wisland (1962) and

Porter (1960) show the similarity of the special education administrative categories to total school administration.

The investigat or

ut i lized these studies in determination of the problem categories for
the s tudy .

These included pup i l personnel , professional personnel,

finance, policy and procedures, communications, research, curriculum
and supervision.
To develop the individual problem items related to the administrative categories in the study, the investigator gleaned additional
i nformation from readings, opinions of experts in special education
and educaticnal administration, and from discussions with other

s pecialists in education.

The problem items were accumulated and

analyzed individually for importance to the administrative problem
category in the study.
The resulting preliminary inst rument developed by the investigator included seven basic adminis trative problem categories having
a total of 75 problem items to be evaluated by the respondent.

The

number of items in each category was determined by the importance of
the i t ems as the result of a thorough examination by a pilot group
o f expe rts i n special education and educational administration .
categorie s and the items initially utilized included:

The

professional
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pe rsonnel 8, policy and procedures 13, curriculum and supervision 10,
communications 14, pupil personnel 14, research 8, and finance 8.
The initial instrument of 75 problem items and an instruction
s heet was given to members of the Utah State University departments
of special education and educational administration, with a request
for a thorough evaluation of the problem items and categories, in
relation to their significance to the study, and to make critical
comments on the entire instrument.

Major criticism by this group

were in regard to item construction, clarity, duplication and ambiguity.

Revision of the instrument as a result of these criticisms

resulted in corrections for structure, duplication, and clarification.
The revised instrument contained the seven basic categories with 64
problem statements for the respondent to evaluate.

The instruction

sheet was revised to provide a better design to aid the respondent
in selecting the importance of the problem item.
The evaluative criteria included five levels of importance from
which the respondent could indicate his perception of the problem
item.

The description of the five levels of importance as they

appeared on the instruction sheet were:
Major Problem--One that is considered extremely important and
should receive major consideration.
Moderate Problem--One considered to have less than major importance but more than average in aspect.
Average Problem--One that would receive normal consideration in
program determination.

Minor Problem--One having a small amount of consideration and
of little importance.
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No Problem--One having no effect whatsoever upon the program
determination .
This i nstrument was then administered to a panel that included
area school administrators involved in the doctoral program in
educational administration at Utah State University.

The group

i ncluded individuals with experiences in many areas of public school
administration, teaching, and political activity.

The i nstrument

was given to each member of this group with a request for a critical
evaluation of the instructions and the questionnaire.

A thorough

discussion of the critical comments resulted between the group and
the writer to properly communicate the meaning of the criticism.
Major criticism included the ambiguity of several items, duplication
of two items and the mechanical appearance of the instruction sheet.
Revisions to the instrument resul ted in an instruction sheet that
was more clearly understood and an instrument of 62 items for
evaluation.
The revised instrument was mailed to the State Coordinator of
Special Education of the Utah Department of Public Education.

The

writer requested a critical evaluation of the instrument and any
additional comments that might be helpful to the study.
ment resulting from this request was:

The state-

"a comprehensive and well worked

instrument for the study and coverage of the problem."

(Pace, 1967)

The final version of the instrument was completed after careful
consideration and the evaluation of the constructive criticism offered
by all individuals and groups involved.

The final instrument contained

the following problem categories and number of items included therein.
Pupil personnel 12, professional personnel 6, finance 6, policies and
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procedures 14, communications 10, research 6, curriculum and supervision 8.

The instrument used in the survey of the identified popula-

tion is shown in Appendix B.
Procedure
The i nvest igator constructed a letter of introduction and information to send each respondent with the survey instrument.

Included

in the letter was information concerning the administration, completion
and return of the instrument to the investiga tor.

The original packet

mailed to the selected respondents included :
1.

The letter of introduction and information from the
investigator.

2.

A letter from Superintendent T. H. Bell, Utah Superintendent
of Public Instruction requesting the cooperation of respondents.

3.

A copy of the instructions to aid the respondents in comp l eting

4.

An incomplete questionnaire for the respondent to complete

the questionnaire.

and return to the investigator.
5.

A self-addressed stamped envelope for the convenience of the
respondent to return the comp leted questionnaire.

The i tems included in the packet mailed to the original respondents
are shown i n Appendix B.
To facilitate the followup effort required t o gather ,· comple t ed
questionnaires the investigato r coded each ins trument mailed to a
respondent .

The code enabled the investigator to determine which

respondents had returned a comp leted ques tionnaire and those
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respondents who would require an additional request in attempting to
s ecure the completed information.
A schedule was determined to expedite the return of the questionnai res from the respondents .

The schedule was arranged after a study

of the mail schedule from Logan, Utah to all school districts within
the s tate, time required to reach the respondent, time for the
res pondent to complete the questionnaire, and time required to return
the questionnaire in the mail to the investigator .

Ten days was

determined to be sufficiently adequate to complete the cyc l e of
sendi ng, completing, and returning the questionnaire.
The initial packet was mailed to each respondent April 18, 1967.
Returns were tabulated and the followup packet was mailed April 28 ,
1967, to respondents failing to return the completed questionnaire
from the original mailing.

Included in this second packet was the

i nstrument with a followup letter requesting the assistance of the
respondent in returning the completed instrument, and a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the return of the questionnaire.

The followup

letter is shown in Appendix B.
Completed questionnaires that the investigator received were
checked for the respondents code.

The respondents failing to return

questionnaires were then personally telephoned May 8, 1967, requesting
their assistance in returning the completed questionnaire to the
investigator.

Respondents failing to return a completed questionnaire

to any of the previous requests were personally contacted by telephone
again on May 18, 1967.

The investigator personally discussed the need

f or the informat i on and the return of the respondents completed
quest ionnaire, urging his cooperation on behalf of the investigator
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and the study.
Information from the completed questionnaires was tallied on one
or more of the six master sheets constructed for this purpose.

The

six master sheets were designed for each of the following respondent
groups;
1.

school district superintendents

2.

school district board chairman

3.

elementary principals (enrollment 0-99)

4.

elementary principals (enrollment 100-249)

5.

elementary principals (enrollment 250-plus)

6.

composite for all respondents.

With the completion of the time schedule and the accumulation of
returned comple ted questionnaires the investigator completed the
tallying of initial information on the master sheets.

The total

tally for each level of importance for each of the 62 problem items
on the questionnaire on each of the master sheets was determined and
given a numerical value.

As a result mean values were determined for

each of the problem items as well as each of the administrative
categories.

The investigator was able to determine the priority

ranki ng of the problem items by ordering the items according to their
mean value.

The highest mean value indicated the highest priority

ranking while the lowest mean value reflected the least important
item.

Priority rankings were made for each of the respondent groups.
The probable success of a program is enhanced if the people

responsible for its implementation are in agreement as to the ends
and means of the program (Spain, 1956).

If public support is to be

gained for the special programs then the people in the dec ision making
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position of the school program must agree in its development and
implementation (Foster, 1964).

To determine the level of agreement

among the respondents Kendall's coefficient of concordance was utilized
to determine the level of agreement among the rankings by the various
groups responding to the survey.

The use of t his statistical technique

gives an indication of the actual agreement shown in the rankings of
the observed data in comparison to what could actually be possible if
perfect agreement were to exist among the rankings of the groups .

It

s hould be emphasized that a highly significant value of W among the
respondents does not indicate the correctness or validity of the
respondents rankings, only that they have that amount of agreement in
their perceptions of the items being evaluated.

It is a ranking of

choices rather than one of correctness (Seigal, 1956) .

The formula

used for this statis tical procedure was the Kendall W shown here
(Seigal, 1956, p . 233):

w

s

In testing for the significance of the W whish results from the
previous s tatistical treatment, the s (sum of the deviations) is
evaluated in relation to the k and N factors .

The leve l of signifi-

cance was determined using table R of Seigal (1956); .05 was chosen
as the level of significance for the study.
Further s tatistical treatment was made for determination of the
relationship of the rankings of the administra tive problem categories
as perceived by the various respondent groups.

R was

used to deter-

mine the mean rank order coefficient among all poss ible rankings of
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the responding groups.

This is a measure indicating the mean correla-

tion of one group of rankings with any other group of ranking s in the
study (Walker, 1953).

The formula was:

!!!....!i....:.
m -1

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS
Twenty-seven school districts in Utah lacking a complete sequence
of special education programs for the educable mentally retarded in
grades one through six were identified for use in the study.

One

hundred eighty four selectees in these school districts were asked
to respond to the questionnaire designed for the study.

These re-

spondents included school board chairmen, school superintendents, and
elementary school principals.

The investigator received 162 completed

returns, six i ncomplete or non-usable returns, and one return where

the se lectee had passed away prior to completion .

The total return

constituted 92 percent of the total mail i ng to the original respondents.

Table 1 shows the respondent groups and the returns received.

Table 1.

Questionnaire returns from respondent groups.

Respondent
group

Completed

Per-

Original

Total

Per-

number

return

cent

return

cent

Board Chairmen

27

24

89

22

82

Superintendent

27

25

93

24

89

Principals 0/99

39

36

92

34

89

Principals 100/249

40

36

90

35

88

Pri nc i pals 250/plus

51

48

94

47

92

184

169

92

162

88

Total
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The instrument, mailed t o the respondents for completion, included
62 items identified by the investigator as problems preventing the
implementation of special education programs.

These items were sub-

problems representing the seven administrative categories which had
been determined relevant to the study.

The items as numbered in the

questionnaire and their categorical relationship are in Table 2.

Table 2.

Categories and related item numbers in the questionnaire.

Administrative
category

Total
items

Pupil personnel

12

Professional
personnel
Policy

6
14

Finance
Communications

Item number on the
questionnaire
3-11-12-16-19-27-31-33-49-5 4-58-62
1-6-26-35-43-59
5-7-8-10-21-23-30-34~38-39-41-42-44-52

18-20-24-37-47-53
10

2-4-13-22-25-45-46-51-60-61

Supervision

8

9-14-15-17-28-32-40-57

Research

6

29-36-48-50-55-56

The information was analyzed for concordance among the respondents, importance of administrative categories, ranking by school
positions, rankings by principals according to enrollment, and a
composite compilation of the total population.

It should be noted

that the items are dispersed throughout the questionnaire rather than
being grouped categorically.
Hypothesis one and two are treated in the section entitled
"concordance among the respondents" while hypothesis three and four
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a re treated in the section entitled "concordance among principals."
Concordance Among the Respondents
In the development and implementation of educational programs,
the greater the level of agreement among those responsible for the
program the great er its opportunity for success (McCloskey, 1961).
The investigator utilized Kendall's coefficient of concordance:

W

(Seigal, 1956) to determine the level of agreement of the order of
rankings among the various groups of respondents.

The results of this

statistical treatment reflects the amount of agreement among the
groups that rank the items in the study and their perceptions of
those items.

It indicates the level of agreement in relation to what

could be possible if there existed perfect agreement among the groups.
The rankings of the respondent groups used in this statistical analysis
are shown in Table 3.

Since no established criteris existed for

responding to the prob lem items other than the respondents personal
choice the W does not reflect any level of correctness of the responses
only that there is a degree of agreement among the rankings.
Hypothesis number one

In test i ng the hypothesis that there was no significant difference among the rankings of the administrative problem areas as
perceived by the respondent groups, the computation of W (.623) was
determined to be significant at the .01 level, therefore rejecting
the hypothesis.

It was revealed that the various groups of respon-

dents had a very high degree of concordance in their per ceptions of
the problem areas that resist imp lementati on of special education
programs .
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Table 3.

Priority of ranks of the administrative categories
Principals by
school enrollment
100/249
0/99
250/plus

Board
chairmen

School
superintendent

Professional
personnel

1

1

1

1

1

Pupil
personnel

2

3

3

2

5

5

2

3

3

4

"4

Supervision
Conununications

4

4

5

Research

5

2

4

Finance

3

6

Policy

6

2
5

6

6

6

Analysis of the data used in the study relating to the seven
administrative categories indicates that the respondents have a high
level of agreement in their order of rankings.

With perfect agreement

equal to 1.00 tfie W of .623 resulting from the data, reveals that
there was high agreement among the various groups as to their perception of the problem areas concerned with the implementation of
the special education programs for the EMR.
Based on the sum of the ranks in Table 3, Kendall's coefficient
of concordance: W was computed to be .623, indicating a high level
of agreement among the rankings.

The critical value of s, in the

test for significance was 343.8 at the .01 level, with the derived
value of 436 being much larger and therefore significant at the .01
level (Seigal, 1956).
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Hypothesis number two
In testing for the significance of the hypothesis, that there is
no significant relationship among the rankings of the respondent
groups, the investigator found that the computation of
which was significant at the . 01 level.

Rwas

.524

Therefo r e, the hypothesis

was rejected and the determination made that the relationship of the
rankings of the administrative problem areas by t he respondent groups
was highly significant .
The statistical treatment of the data concerning the relationships
among the various group rankings of the administrative problem areas
provided a mean rank order coefficient of the rankings,

R equal

to

.524 indicating the high level of agreement of any one group of
rankings with any other group of rankings in the study.
determination of

R was

Since the

based on the computation of W, which was sig-

nificant at the .01 level the significance of

R would

be at the same

level.
The information in Table 3 shows that the survey population regarded the problem of professional staff as the most important
administrative category as every group ranked it first.

The needs

of s taffing with qualified classroom teachers to handle the instruction
of the educ able mentally retarded was a major problem of the administrator i n implementat ion of the progr am.

Conversely, the survey

group looked on the matter of policy in regard to the implementation
of the special program as being of least importance.

This indicates

that the schoo ls have policies at pr esent that are able

to contain

special programs within present administrative procedures.
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The categories of pupil personnel and supervision were ranked
s econd and third respectively, indicating that the administrators as
a group see the needs of the special student and his program in the
classroom as requiring much attention for successful impl ementation .
Communications ranked fourth, shows the need for dissemination of
information to the public, parents and the staff in channels that
prove successful for understanding and support of the special programs for the retarded students.
The categories of research and finance are low in order of their
priority indicating that the groups feel that these are not extremely
important to programming as some other categories of administrative
practice and would not need the emphasis of other areas in implementation of the program.
Concordance Amo ng the Principals

Statistical treatment of the data returned by the principals
revealed a high degree of concordance among the rankings.

Using

Kendall's W for determination of concordance, .7 74 was the derived
W.

The critical value of s for this group at the .01 was 185.6

(Seigal, 1956) with the derived s of 195 from the data being larger
than the critical value, the derived s of the study was significant
at the .01 level.
Hypothesis number three
In the determination of the acceptance or rejection of hypothesis
number three, that there is no significant difference among the rankings of the administrative problem areas among the various principal
groups, the investigator used the results of the previous computation
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of W which was .774.

This being significant at the .01 level the

hypothesis was rejected and the assumption made that there are definite
relationships among the rankings of the various groups of principals
responding to the survey.
It is extremely difficult, in fact impossible, to determine why
the relationship exists among these rankings since they are perceptions
of choice and not of a measurable criteria.
Hypothesis number four
The treatment of the data for the determination of relationship
among the rankings resulted in a mean rank order coefficient,

R to

be .661 indicating a high level of correlation among the rankings.
The derived

R was

found to be signif icant at the .01 level.

There-

fore the hypothesis that th ere is no significant relationship among
the rankings among the various principal groups was rejected and

the conclusion made that there was a high relationship as to the
rankings made by the principals.
Examination of the rankings in Table 3 shows tha t the principals
view the needs of staff personnel as the most important administrative
category as every group of principals listed this category first in
importance.

They indicated that the qualified classroom teacher,

counselor and supervisor are needed for the EMR program to be ef fect ive.
Ranked second in importance to program implementation was the category
of supervision reflecting the principals view for the proper curriculum
in this area of the exceptional student.

Next in order of the rankings

was t he category of pupil personnel indicating that the principals see
the needs of the student in making a successful

adjustment to the

school environment as important to the EMR student.
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Communications and research were grouped in the center of the
rankings while finance and policy were considered to have the least
amount of importance in the program consideration.

The latter two

rankings would indicate that the principals view the financial and
policy categories as not needing a great deal of consideration in
the programming needs of the EMR child and therefore the other
categories should receive more of the time commitments of the administrative staff.
The rankings show the high level of agreement with only one
category, research, having more than a two rank range among the
group rankings.

Research had five ranks in range, two to seven.
Categorical Rankings

The order of rankings within each administrative category were
studied for their importance to the primary objectives of the study.
First, the priority of each category was established and then rankings
of the individual problem items concerned with the specific category
were listed in order of importan ce.

The rankings by individual

groups as well as the total population in the study are displayed
in the following section.
The ca tego ry of professional personnel
The 6 items in the professional personnel category were concerned
with obtaining and retaining qualified personnel for the classroom,
supervising, and counseling for the special education program of the
EMR.

The 6 items and stat ement of the problems are s hown in Tab le 4.
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Table 4.

The items categorized under professional personnel.

Item number

Statement of the problem

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

6

Ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program.

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program needs
of the EMR.

35

Counseling personnel trained for the

EMR.

43

Supervisory persQnnel trained in the

EMR area.

59

Professional personnel to adequately diagnose EMR.

The rankings for each of the problem items in the professional
personnel category according to the individual survey groups as well
as a combined rank are shown in Table 5.

Table 5.

Item
number

The ranking of items in the professional personnel category.
Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100/249 250/plus

Total·
population

· Board
chairmen

School
superintendent

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

6

2

1

2

3

1

2

35

3

3

3

4

4

5

26

4

5

5

3

4

59

5

6

4

5

5

3

43

6

4

6

6

6

6
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Examination of the data concerning the professional personnel
category revealed the need for qualified personnel in the program as
indica ted by the consistently high ranking of item number 1 (qualified
teachers for instructing the EMR) and item number 6 (ability to recruit
and retain qualified personnel for the EMR program).

The total popu-

lation ranked item number 1 in first order of priority and item number
6 next in importance.

Individual group rankings were first or second

for both i tems with one exception, the small school principals, who
placed item number 1 first in priority and item number 6 third in
their ranking.

Item number 35 (counseling personnel for the EMR)

received an overall combined ranking of third with a range of third
to fifth among the individual groups.
The last place ranking in the importance of the items in the
professional personnel category was given to item number 43
(supervisory personnel trained in the EMR area).

This item was ranked

as least important by all groups except the chairmen, who placed it
fourth in rank importance.

Item number 59 (professional personnel to

adequately diagnose the EMR) was next to last in importance of ranking
by the combined groups while it had a range of third to sixth among
the individual groups.
The category of pupil personnel
There were twelve problem itents listed in the administrative
category of pupil personnel that indicated the concern of the school
in its efforts to assist the pupil to make adjustments to the school
environment .

The problem i tems and the statements concerning each

are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6.

The items categorized under pupi l personnel

I tem number

Statement of problem

3

Determination of program needs for the EMR.

11

Special transportation required by the EMR.

12

Ability of the regular classroom teacher inidentifying
the potential EMR.

16

Ability to conduct followup diagnosis for pupils
referred as potential EMR.

19

Separate facilities for the EMR program.

27

Promotional policy for the EMR .

31

Special testing required for the EMR program.

33

Physical facilities required for the EMR program.

49

Sufficient numbers of EMR for effective grouping.

54

Techniques for elementary teachers in identification
of po tential EMR pupils.

58

Acceptance of the EMR program within the normal s chool
program.

62

Iden tification of the potential EMR at the pre-school
or first grade level.

The responses of the i ndividual survey groups as well as the total
response of the combined population are shown in Table 7.

The items

are arnked in the level of importance as determined by the returns
of the res pond ing groups.
The examination of the data in Table 7 shows that the respondents
view the program needs of the EMR as being the most important in this
category since they have ranked item number 3 (determination of program needs for the EMR) as the most important item in th i s category.
Indivi dual group ranks show that all groups except the superintendents
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Table 7 .

Item
humber

The ranking of items in the pupil personnel category.

Total
population

Board
chairmen

School
superintendent

3

1

1

5

33

2

4

2

62

3

2

4

19

4

5

49

5

11

16

6

9

54

7

58

Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100/249 250/plus
1

1

4

5

3

3

3

2

9

1

5

4

9

2

6

4

3

6

10

7

6

8

8

8

6

9

5

31

9

6

8

8

8

27

10

10

10

10

12

11

11

12

12

1

3

10.
11

11

11

11

12

12

12

12

ranked this item first, the superintendents placed i t fifth.

Second in

importance was item number 33 (physical facilities required for the
EMR program).

The chairmen ranked it fourth while the small school

principals ranked it seventh.

Further examination disclosed the

amount of consistency in rankings at the lower end of the category .
Ranked as least important in this category by all respondents was item
number 11 (special transportat ion required by the EMR).

Item number

12 (ability of the regular classroom teacher in:· identifyi ng the
potent ia l EMR) was ranked next to last by every group excep t the chairmen 1 who ranked i t seventh.

Item number 27 (promot ional policy for
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the EMR) was ranked tenth by all groups except the small school
principals, who ranked it as seventh in importance.
There appears a general consistency of ranking with but a few
exceptions .

Item number 49 (sufficient numbers of EMR for effective

grouping) varied from first in importance by the school superintendents
to last by the board chairmen and fifth in rank by the total population.
Item number 54 (techniques for elementary teachers in identification
of potential EMR pupils) had a range in ranks from third to tenth
with the combined groups placing it seventh in importance.

Item

number 16 (ability to conduct followup diagnosis for pupils referred
as potential EMR) ranged in importance of ranks from second to ninth
and was ranked sixth by the combined population.
The category of supervision
The category of supervision was concerned with the program development of the special education·>program and the setting of curriculum
goals as well as the sup,rvision of the ed':.lcational progran of the EMIL
There were 8 problem items lited for use in the category and they are
shown i n Table 8.
Table 9 reveals the priority of importance of the problem items
as determined by the individual responding groups as well as the
ranking of the combined groups .
An examination of the data concerning the rankings of the supervision category reveals that the groups overall are concerned with
the development of the special curriculum needed for these special
students.

The total population has placed item number 15 (special ized

curriculum for the EMR program) as the most important problem item to
overcome in considering the special education program.

Individual
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Table 8 .

The items categorized under supervision.

Item number

Statement of the problem
Evaluation of the local EMR program needs.

9

14

Community recognition of the educational needs of
the EMR students.

15

Specialized curriculum for the EMR program.

17

Acceptable curriculum goals for the EMR program.

28

Special EMR program wi thin the present educational
program.

32

Cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EMR.

40

Acceptable evaluative measures f or the achievement of
the EMR pupil.

57

Development of the EMR program within the normal
school program.

Table 9.

The ranking of items i n the supervision category.

Total
population

15

1

2

5

1

1

1

28

2

5

4

2

5

2

14

3

1

6

4

3

5

57

4

4

2

5

2

8

17

5

3

3

6

6

3

40

6

4

6

8

4

9
32

Board
chairman

School
superintendent

Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100/249 250/plus

Item
number

1
3

6

8

8

8

8

35
groups ranked it from first to fifth .

The process of integrating the

s pec ial education program into the total school program poses an
administrative problem as reflected by the second place ranking of
i tem number 28 (special EMR program within the present educational
program) .

The groups as a total viewed the need of community recogni-

tion as having impact upon the implementation of the special program
as item 14 (community recognition of the educational needs of the EMR
students) was ranked third in importance of consideration to programmi ng.
Looking at the least important of the items in relation to the
implementation of special programs it appears that the evaluation of
the pupil and the program are not serious problems as reflected by
the rankings of the respondents.

Items number 40 (acceptable

evaluative measures for the achievement of the EMR pupil) and 9
(evaluation of the local EMR program needs) were ranked seventh and
sixth respectively.

Last place in the rankings was item number 32

(cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the potential EMR)
indicating that the respondents feel that the local agencies will
assist them if called upon.
The category of communications
The category of communications included ten problem items
dealing with the ability of the school to promote understanding of
the EMR child and his special program needs with parents, faculty
and public.

These items are listed in Table 10.
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Table 10.
Item number

The items categorized under communications.
Statement of the problem
Understanding of the state laws concerning the
education of the EMR.

4

Ability of the school to communicate the diagnosis
of EMR to the parents.

13

Parental acceptance of a need for EMR program.

22

Coordination with state agencies in implementing the
EMR program.

25

Ability of parents to accept their child as EMR.

45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program.

46

Clarification of school policy concerning t he place
of the EMR in the total school program.

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

60

Public acceptance of the EMR program.

61

Identifi ca tion of the potential EMR at the preschool or first grade level.

The priority level of the items in this category are shown in
Table 11, where the rankings are listed for each of the respondent
groups as well as the total population in the survey.
Examination of the table reveals that the population in the survey
was concerned with parents in connection with the special program.

The ranking of items number 51 (personnel qualified to counsel parents
of the EMR) 25 (ability of the parents to accept their child as EMR)
and 13 (parental acceptance of the need for EMR program) in the first,
second, and third order of priority respectively .
The rankings of the respondents in regard to the least important
problems in the communications category reveals that the combined
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Table 11.

Item

The ranking of items in the communication category.
Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100/249 250/plus

number

Total
population

Board
chairmen

School
superintendent

51

1

1

1

2

1

1

25

2

2

2

1

2

2

13

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

6

4

4

4

4

61

5

9

6

8

6

5

60

6

5

5

7

9

4

10

5

5

8

9

9

6

2
46

8

22

9

10

9

6

8

10

45

10

8

7

10

10

8

groups see the faculty of the school as psoing the least obstruction
to the program as they listed item number 45 (faculty acceptance of
the EMR and his program) last in priority and generally viewed as not
important by any of the individual groups in the study.

The ability

of the school to work with state agencies is reflected in the low
priority of item number 22 (coordination with state agencies in
implementing the EMR program) which as ranked next to last by the
combined population and sixth to tenth by the individual respondent
groups.
The rankings throughout this category reveal a high level of
concordance as to the perceptions of the respondents.

As noted in

the list ing of priority of the items the reader can readily notice
the similarity among the rank orders.
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The category of research
The category of research contained 6 problem items concerned
wi th the understanding and gathering of information needed for the
development of special educational programs as well as what is
rently being accomplished in the field .

cur~

The need for time so that

personnel have the opportunity to develop understanding and utilization of present research data is part of the programming problem
of the school.

The items and statement of the problems of research

are shown in Table 12.

Table 12.

The items categorized under research.

Item number

Statement of the problem

29

Understanding of research in the area of EMR.

36

Recognition of the special educational needs required
in the EMR program.

48

Development of techniques to evaluate effectiveness
of the EMR program.

50

Time for administrative personnel to properly research
the program needs of the EMR.

55

Released time for personnel to develop the desired
program for the EMR.

56

Utilization of present research in the EMR area.

The individual group rankings determined by the returned responses
of the administrators as well as the combined rankings for the total
survey population are shown in Table 13.

They are shown in the order

of importance, most important to least important, as determined by
the respondents.
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Table 13.

The ranking of items in the research category.
Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100/249 250/plus

Item
number

Total
population

Board
chairmen

School
superintendent

50

1

5

5

3

1

3

36

2

1

1

5

5

48

3

3

3

4

4

2

56

4

6

2

6

4

55

5

4

4

2

1

29

6

1

6

3

6

6

The total population appeared concerned with the time needed to
properly research programs for the EMR, although individual groups had
mixed priority of rank for this problem as seen in Table 13 for item
number 50 (time for administrative personnel to properly research the
programs needs of the EMR) which ranked first in the priority of
importance by the combined groups.
The second ranking by the combined population reveals the importance of recognition that a problem exists in order to overcome
it in programming.

Item number 36 (recognition of the special educa-

tiona! needs required in the EMR program) was ranked second by the
combined groups while it ranked from first in importance to fifth in
individual rankings.
Most of the respondents indicated that the administrators and
school personnel may possibly have no problem in understanding the
research that is being accomplished in special education .

The combi ned

group ranked item number 29 (understanding the research in the area of
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the EMR) as being least in importance to program i mplementat ion.
There are some variation of rankings as the chairmen viewed this as
most i mportant and the medium school principals viewed it as third
i n i mportance whi le t he other groups placed it last .
It would appear that the need for released time to deve lop
programs i n this area does not pose any serious problem for the
a dministration as ind i cated by the ranking of item number 55 (released time for personnel to develop the desired program for the
EMR) i n the next t o last priority of ranks, although the pr i ncipal s
from medium and large schools ranked it higher .
The category of finance
The financial category consisted of 6 problem items concerned
with the sources of fund s , the distribution of fund s and the higher
cos t o f special education programs on a per pupil basis.

The pro-

blem i tems and the statement of the problem are shown i n Table 14.

Table 14.

The items categorized under finance .

Item number

Statement of the problem

18

State distribution formu l a for funding the EMR
program at the l ocal l evel.

20

Justification of the high cos t per pupil of the
special EMR program.

24

Priority of the EMR program in the total education
budget of the school.

37

State funds available for the EMR.

47

Local f unds for fi nancing the EMR program.

53

Federal funds for the lo cal program.
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The priority of the item rankings for the finance category are
listed in Table 15.

The rankings are shown for the individual groups

as well as the combined population responding to the survey questionnaire .

Table 15 .

The ranking of the items in the finance category.

Item
number

Total
population

Board
chairmen

47

1

3

37

School
superintendent

Principals by
school enrollment
0/99 100 /249 250/plus
3

1

1

2

2

1

3

24

3

5

6

1

3

20

4

1

5

4

6

18

5

4

3

5

5

6

53

6

6

4

6

4

4

An examination of the tables r. concerned with finances for the
special programs for the EMR reveals that most of the groups as well
as the combined population view the need for local funds as a major
consideration to programming.

The consistently high rank by all

groups of item number 47 (local funds for financing the EMR program)
indicates this financial considera tion.

Ranked second was the item

concerned with state funds for the special education program, number
37.

It appeared that the groups perceive the local and state funding

programs are not adequate to suppor t the desirable programs in
special education.
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In direct contrast to the local and state funds needed for programmi ng the groups generally indicated that federal funding of
programs for special education was the least important problem to
consider in this category of administrative problems.

Item number 53

(federal funds for local program) was given the least important rank
by the combined population, as well as having a general l ow priority
among the various responding groups.
In general agreement as to the state distribution of funds for
special education, the groups viewed this problem as having little
seri ous consideration to implementing the programs.

The state formula

for funding the prog r ams appears to be adequate at the present time
as viewed by the various groups in their ranking of item 18 (state
distribution formula for funding the EMR program at the local level)
next to last in order of priority.
The other items of finance were viewed with mixed priority as
s hown in Table 15.
The category of policy and procedure
There were 14 problem items listed in this category concerned
with administrative directive in the operation of the special education
program.

Of major consideration to the problems in this category were

the administrative decision making and determination of educational
goals.

The problem items in this group are shown in Table 16.

The rankings of the problem i tems and the determination of
prior i ties for the respondent groups is shown in Table 17.

These

i nc lude the combined ranking of the tot al populati on as well as the
individual group rankings.
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Table 16.

The items categorized under policy ..

Item number
5

Statement of problem
Administrative policy for EMR students.
Method of reporti ng progress of EMR student .

8

Determination of criteria for the educational placement of the EMR.

10

Coope ration with state agencies in development of
local EMR program.

21

Staff orientation concerning the total EMR program.

23

Necessity for the EMR program in the school

30

Establishment of standards for administration of the
EMR program.

34

Special recording and dissemination of pupil information
in the EMR program.

38

Development of the practices and procedures for the
EMR program.

39

Early placement policy for the EMR.

41

Administrative recognition for the EMR program.

42

Development of long range goals for EMR.

44

Proper diagnostic effort to educationally place the
EMR after identification.

52

Public recognition that the EMR can be educated to
assume a position of self sufficiency.

Examination of the tables and the information therein indicates
th a t the respondents view the need for the school to have a policy
toward the public in an effort to educate them to the EMR and his
educational needs.

Item number 52 (publ ic recognition that the EMR

can be educated to assume a posi t ion of self sufficiency) was ranked
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Tab l e 17 .

Item

The ranki ng of items in the policy category.

number

Total
population

Board
chairmen

Schoo l
superint endents

52

1

2

1

23

2

6

6

39

3

1

2

44

4

8

5

5

42

6

8

38

7

3

21

8

30

Principals by
school enrollment
0 / 99 100/ 249 250/plus
1

4

3

1

4

2

3

3

5

6

2

9

1

4

8

7

5

5

5

14

8

6

4

4

9

9

9

9

11

10

34

10

13

10

12

10

5

11

14

13

6

13

10

12

10

12

13

12

12

13

11

8

11

14

14

14

12

14

8

11

13

41

3

11

the highest i n order of importance by the combined groups.

10

The item

ranked number s econd by the total groups number 23 (necessity for the
EMR i n the s chool) appeared to be a problem more of the principals
than of higher administration as the superintendents and chairmen
viewed th is item as lower in importance when considered with the other
i t ems.

The earl y placement policy advocated by many exper t s in the field
was vi ewed as a major problem in implementing programs among Utah
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e lementary schools in the study .

This was reflected by the combined

group ranking of i tem number 39 (early placement policy for the EMR)
as thi rd in importance of the third ranking and the importance of
both as viewed by the respondents.
Ranked fourth by the total group was item number 44 (proper
diagnostic effort to educationally place the EMR after identification)
and had a high level of agreement among the group rankings.
Looking at the items considered to be of le ast importance in t he
consideration of implementing the special program it appeared that
there was no serious problem of program priority and need from the
administrative point of view.

Item number 41 (administrative recog-

nition for the EMR program) was ranked least important by the combined
groups and was gene rally viewed as being low in priority among the
individual group rankings.

The thirteenth order of rank for item

number 7 (method of reporting progress of EMR student) indica tes the
respondents find this as no major obstacle t o the special program.
Evidently the respondents fee l that there is good relations with
state agencies in regard to assistance in the educational field as
shown by the t welve th rank order for item number 10 (cooperation with
state agencies in development of local EMR program) which was ranked
very low by all groups.
There was a general level of agreement among the rankings by
the various groups i ndi cating the perception of problems in programmi ng for special education in this category are similar.

The

widest variation of rankings were i t ems number 8 and 38, having
va r i anc e s of eight and eleven rank orders respectively.
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Rank Order by Total Population
The information gathered from the total survey population was
statistically treated to determine the level of priority for each of
the 62 problem items used in the questionnaire.

Thislevel of priority

determined the rank order of the items for the respondents from most
important to least important.

The order of ranking for the items in

the questionnaire are shown in TAble 18.

The 62 problem items and

their arrangement in the original s urvey questionnaire are shown in
Appendix B.
Examination of the rankings given the items by the total of the
responding administrators reveals that there was high priority given
to the items concerned with providing professional personnel for the
special programs for the mentally retarded students.

The importance

of qualified personnel in providing needed s pecial programs was

indicated by the listing of six items in the professional personnel
category in the top thirteer. ranks of the t o tal 62 rankings.

These

are item number 1 (qualified c l assroom teachers for ins tructing EMR)
ranked one, number 6 (ability to recruit and retain qualified
personnel for the EMR program) ranked second.

Ranked fourth was

item number 35 (counseling personnel trained for the EMR) and in
sixth place is item number 26 (qualified personnel for the out of
school needs of the EMR).

Item number 59 (professional personnel to

adequately diagnose EMR) was ranked eighth and in thirteenth ranking
was item number 43 (supervisory personnel trained in the EMR area).
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Table 18.

Rank
orde r

The importance of the items as determined by the total
survey population.

Item
number

Statement of the problem

1

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing EMR.

2

6

Ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel
for the EMR program.

3

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

4

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

5

3

6

26

Qua lified personnel for the out of school program needs
of the EMR.

25

Ability of parents to accept their child as EMR.

59

Professional personnel to adequately diagnose EMR.

8

Determination of program needs for the EMR.

9

33

Physical facilities required for the EMR program.

10

13

Parental acceptance of a need for the EMR program.

11

15

Special ized curriculum for the EMR program.

12

52

Public recognition that the EMR can be educated to
assume a position of self sufficiency.

13

43

Supervisory personnel trained in the EMR area.

14

23

Necessity for the EMR program in the school.

15

62

Identification of the potential EMR at the pre-school
or first grade level.

16

19

Separate facilities for the EMR program.

17

24

Priority of the EMR program in the total education
budget of the school.

18

50

Time for administrative personnel to properly research
the program needs of the EMR.

19

39

Ear ly placement policy for educating the EMR.

20

36

Recognition of the special educational needs required
in the EMR program.
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Table 18.

Continued

Rank
order

Item
number

21

47

Local funds for financing the EMR program.

22

28

Special EMR program within the present educational
program.

23

37

State funds available for the EMR program.

24

49

Sufficient numbers of EMR for effective grouping.

25

48

Development of techniques to evaluate effectiveness of
the EMR program.

26

16

Abi lity to conduct followup diagnosis for pupils
referred as potnetial EMR .

27

56

Utilization of present research in the EMR area.

28

14

Community recognition of the educational needs of the
EMR students.

29

55

Released t ime for personnel to develop the desired
program for the EMR .

30

57

Development of the EMR program within the normal
school program.

31

44

Proper diagnostic effort to educationally place the
EMR after identification.

32

8

Determination of criteria for the educational placement of the EMR .

33

54

Techniques for elementary teachers in identification of
potential EMR pupils.

34

17

Acceptable curriculum goals for EMR pcogram.

35

40

Acceptable evaluative measures for the achievement of
EMR pupil.

36

58

Acceptance of the EMR within the total educational
program in the school.

37

42

Development of long range goals for EMR.

38

9

39

31

Statement of the problem

Evaluation of the local EMR program needs.
Special testing required for the EMR program.
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Tabie 18.

Continued

Rank
order

Item
number

40

29

Understanding of research in the area of EMR.

41

24

Administrative recognition for the EMR program.

42

38

Development of the practices and procedures for the
EMR program.

43

61

Public acceptance of the EMR program.

44

21

Staff orientation concerning the total EMR program.

45

60

Public communications concerning the educational
placement of the EMR.

46

20

Justification of the higher cost per pupil of the
special EMR program.

47

18

State distribution formula for funding the EMR program
at the local level.

48

2

49

30

Establishment of standards for administration of the
EMR program .

50

27

Promotional policy for the EMR.

51

34

Special recording and dissemination of pupil information in the EMR program.

52

53

Federal funds for the l ocal program.

53

46

Clarification of school policy concerning the place of
the EMR in t he total school program .

54

5

55

32

Cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EMR.

56

10

Cooperation with state agencies in development of
local EMR program.

47

12

Ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying
the potential EMR.

Statement of the problem

Understanding the state laws concerning the education
of the EMR.

Administrative policy for EMR students.
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Table 18.
Rank
order

Cont inued

Item
number

Method of reporting progress of EMR student.

58
59

Statement of the problem

22

Coo~di nation

with state agencies in implementing the

EMR program.
60

45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program.

61

41

Administrat ive recognition for the EMR program.

62

11

Special transportation required by the EMR.

Other areas of major concern were the items of pupil personnel
indicating the desire of the respondents to determine the program
needs that is required for the s uc cessful adjustment of the EMR to
school l i fe.

The high ranking of the problem i tems within the survey

ins trument i ndica te the importance placed upon a program that serves
the pupi l s adequately.

Item number 3 (determination of program needs

for the EMR) was ranked fifth while item number 33 (physical facilities
required for the EMR program) was ranked ninth.

Again facilities was

placed in a high ranking with i t em number 19 (separate facilities
for th e EMR program) in sixteenth place.

Fifteenth i n order of r anks

was item number 62 (identification of the potential EMR a t the preschool or first grade leve l) revealing the desire to find this student
as early as possible in his educ a tional l ife.

Another item of pupil

personnel in the top twenty-five r ankings was item number 49 (sufficient numbers of EMR for effective grouping) which was ranked
twenty- fou r t h .
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The area of communications had several items that were given high
priori t y in i mp ortance of program consideration.

Item number 51

(personne l to counsel parents of the EMR) was ranked third while item
number 25 (abil i ty of the parents to accept their child as EMR) was
r anked seventh and item number 13 (parental acceptance of a need for
th e EMR program) ranked tenth.

All of these indicate that adminis-

trat ors vi ew the need for communications in a highly important light
as i t affects the total program.
Further exami nation of the top t wenty-five rankings reveal that
i tem number 15 ( specialized curriculum for the EMR program) ranked
e leventh and item number 28 (special EMR program within the present
edu cat i onal program) ranked twenty-second pose the need for the
admi nis trat or to concern himself with the supervision and curriculum
aspec ts of the program prior to implementation.

Administrators must

also assume the responsibility for the operation of the school pfulicy
i n regard to the needs of the special child and his program as seen by
the ranki ngs of the respondents in the survey.

Items number 52

(publi c recognition that the EMR can be educated to assume a position
of self s ufficiency) ranked twelvth, item number 23 (necessity for
the EMR program in the school) ranked fourteenth and item number 39
(early placement policy for educating the EMR) ranked nineteenth all
show the concern of administrators with school policy.
Research areas of the administra t ive function are not considered

of major i mportanc e to the programming needs as i ndica ted by the
ranki ng s of the i tems i n this category of administration.

Ranked

ei ghteent h was i tem number 50 (time for administrative personnel to
prop e rly resear ch the program needs of the EMR), ranked twentieth was
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item number 36 (recognition of the special educational needs required
in the EMR program) and twenty-fifth rank was item number 48 (development of techniques to evaluate effectiveness of the EMR program).
Other items concerned with research were much lower in the priority
of the rankings.
category

Rankings of the financial items related to this

were low, indicating that the total population looks on the

present financial support as not extremely important as a problem
hindering the implementation of the program.

Item number 24 (priority

of the EMR program in the total education budget of the school) ranked
seventeenth , i tem number 47 (local funds for financing the EMR program)
ranked twenty-first and item number 37 (state funds available for
financing the EMR program) ranked twenty-third showing that funding
methods may be adequate at the present for the implementation of the
program as indicated by the rankings.

Other financial items were far

down in the rankings, the next being forty-sixth in the order of
importance.
Further study of the data shows those items that are considered
of least importance to meeting the needs of the special education
program for the EMR child.

In last place is item number 11 (special

transportation required by the EMR) indicating that the people responding felt this was of least importance.

Next was item number 41

(administrative recognition for the EMR program) which must not pose
a serious obstruction to program needs.

In the sixtieth rank is item

number 45 (facul ty acceptance of the EMR and his program) evidently
indicating that the group felt the school faculty understands the
EMR and hi s needs .

Item number 22 (coordination with state agencies

in implementing the EMR program) was ranked fifty-ninth by the total
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population of respondents.

The ranking indicate• that state agencies

do not pose problems from lack of coordination as perceived by the
respondents.

Item number

(method of reporting progress of the EMR

students) was placed in the fifty-eighth order which would seem to
indicate that progress reports are no hindrance to the program for
the EMR.

(Ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying

the potential EMR), item number 12, is ranked fifty - seventh .

Item

number 10 (cooperation with state agencies in development of local
EMR program) ranked fifty-sixth, again indicates that the respondents
must feel there is no problem with state agencies in implementing the
EMR programs.

Ranked fifty-fifth is item number 32 (cooperation of

community agencies in diagnosing the potential EMR) showing the lack
of serious consideration by the respondents for this item as a program
barrier.

The fifty-third and fifty-fourth ranks indicate the feeling

that (administ rative policy for EMR students) item number 5 (clarification of schoo l policy concerning the

~!R

students) and item number

46 are considered to have little importance in program determination.
Rank Order by Schoo l Positions
One of the objectives of the study was to determine the priority
of importance of the problem items related to the implementation of
special education programs as perceived by the respondents according
to their administrative position.

The following section descr i bes

the rankings as listed by each individual group of

respondent~.
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The school boardc chairmen
A close examination of the data concerning the rankings of the
chairmen reveals the importance of qualified professional personnel
i n the determi nation of the program and its implement ati on.

The list

of the rankings of the chai rmen as to the most and least important are
shown in TAble 19.
Of the top twelve items listed as important i n order of priority
the chairmen had listed six problems concerned with the staffing of
the professional personnel in the program .

First in importance is

item number 6 (ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program).

Second in order of ranks is item number 1 (qualified

clas sroom teachers for instructing the EMR) while item number 35
(counseling personnel trained for the EMR) was ranked third.
number

~3

Item

(s upervisory personnel trained in the area of EMR) was

ranked fourth and in sixth place is item number 51 (personnel
qualified to counsel parents of the EMR) .

Ranked eighth was item

number 26 (qualified personnel for the out of school program needs
of the EMR).

It appears that the chairmen recognize the value of

qual ified personnel necessary for a program to be effective if it
is implemented.
The need for identification methods and procedures was given
importance by the chairmen as seen in their ranking of item number 62
(identification of the potential EMR at the pre-school or first grade
level) ranked seventh, item number 54 (techniques for elemen tary
teachers i n identification of poten tial EMR pupils) ranked eighth
and item number 39 (early placement policy for educating the EMR)
ranked twelveth in order of importance .

The other rankings in the
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Table 19.

Rank

The upper and lower 20 percent of rankings by the school
board chairmen.

Item

Statement of the problem
Upper 20 percent

1

6

Ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program .

2

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

3

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

4

43

Supervisory personnel trained in the EMR area.

5

3

6

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of

62

Identification of the potential EMR at the preschool or first grade l evel .

8

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program
needs of the EMR.

9

54

Techniques for elementary teachers in identification
of potential EMR pupils.

10.5

20

Justification of the higher cost per pupil of the
special ~ program.

10.5

25

Ability of t he parents to accept their child as EMR.

12

39

Early placement policy for educating the

Determination of program needs for the EMR.
~m.

~.

Lower 20 percent
51

40

52

Acceptable evaluative measures for the achievement
of EMR pupils.
Method of reporting progress of

~

students.

53

45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and hisprogram.

54

41

Administrative recogni t ion for the EMR program.

55

61

Public acceptance of the EMR program.

56

34

Special recording and dissemination of pupil information in the ~ program.
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Table 19.
Rank

Continued

Item

Statement of the problem
Lower 20 percent (continued)

57

5

Administrative policy for EMR students.

58

53

Federal funds for the local program.

59

22

Coordaintion with state agencies in implementing the
EMR program.

60

11

Special transportation required by the EMR.

61

55

Released time for personnel to develop the desired
program for the EMR.

62

32

Cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EHR.

top twelve were i tem number 3 (determination of the program needs for
the EMR) ranked fifth, i tem number 20 (justification of the higher
cos t per pupil of the special EMR program) ranked in a tie for tenth
and eleventh with item number 25 (ability of the parents to accept
their child as EMR)' .
In their-· rankings of the least important of the problems l.n
program implementation the chairmen viewed several administrative
problems i n the area of policy as beingminor items.

These items were

number 5 (administrative policy for EMR students) ranked fiftyseventh, number 34 (special recording and dissemination of pupil
information in the EMR program) ranked fifty-sixth, number 41
(administrative recognition for the EMR program) ranked fifty-fourth
and number 7 (method of reporting progress of EMR students) ranked
fifty-second i n order of priority .

This would indicate the chairmen

observe the policy area as not opposing program needs of the special
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educational type.
The ranki ngs for items number 22 (coordination with state
agencies i n implement i ng the EMR program) ranked fifty-ninth, number
61 (publi c acceptance of the EMR program) ranked fifty-fifth and
item number 45 (faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program ranked
fifty-third reveal that the chairmen view the communications of the
program implementat ion as not bei ng impor tant enough to be highly
regarded in some areas.
Other items ranked l ow in order of priority and viewed as
havi ng the least amount of importance in the rankings were item number
32 (cooperation of community agencies i n diagnosing the potential EMR)
ranked six ty-second, item number 55 (released t ime for personnel to
develop the desired program for the EMR) ranked sixty-first, item
number 11 (spe cial transportation required by the EMR) ranked sixtieth,
item number 53 (f ederal funds for the local program) ranked fiftyeight and item number 40 (acceptable evaluative measures for the
achivement of EMR pupils) ranked fifty-first in order of importance.
The superintendents of schools
The rankings of the problem items in order of their importance for the twelve most i mportant and the twelve least important
are shown i n Table 20.
Examination of the information in Table 20 reveals the high
level of import a nce placed on qualified professional personnel.

The

need for these people to staff the special programs was recognized
as important to implementing the program.

This importance was indi-

cated in the ranking of items number 1 (qualified classroom teachers
for instructing the EMR), number 6 (ability to recruit and retain
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Table 20.

Rank

The upper and lower 20 percent of rankings by the school
superintendents.

Item

Statement of the problem
Upper 20 percent

l

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

2

6

Abili ty to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program.

3

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

4

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

5

49

Sufficient numbers of EMR for effective grouping.

6

33

Physical facilities required for the EMR program.

59

Professional personnel to adequately diagnose EMR.

8

25

Ability of parents to accept their child as EMR.

9

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program needs
of the EMR.

10

19

Separate facilities for the EMR program.

ll

52

Public recognition that the EMR can be educated to
assume a position of self sufficiency .

12

62

Identification of the potential EMR at the pre-school
or first grade level
Lower 20 percent

51

20

J ustification of the higher cost per pupil of the
special EMR program .

52

46

Clarification of school policy concerning the place
of the EMR in the total schoo l program.

53

24

Priority of the EMR program in the total education
budget of the school.

55

27

Promotional policy for the EMR.

56

22

Coordina tion with state agencies in development of
loc al EMR program .
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Table 20 .
Rank

Cont i nued.

I tem

Statement of the problem
Lower 20 percent (continued)

58

12

Ability of regular classroom teacher in identifying
the potential emr.

59

11

Special transportation required by the EMR.

60

5

Administrat ive policy for EMR students.

61

2

Understanding the state laws concerni ng the education
of the EMR.

62

41

Adminis trative recognition for the EMR program.

qualif i ed personnel for the EMR program), number 51 (personnel
qualified to counsel parents of EMR), number 35 (counseling personnel
trained for the EMR), number 59 (professional personnel to adequately
diagnose EMR) and number 26 (qualified personnel for the out of school
program needs of the EMR).

These items were ranked first, second,

third, fourth, seventh , ninth in that order.
The s up er i ntendents r ealize the need for facilities in order to
implement the programs desired by their sixth and tenth place rankings.
These were items number 33 (physical facilities required for the EMR
program) and item number 19 (separate facilities for the EMR program).
They also indicated that there must be enough children in the special
category in order to have successful programs as they ranked item
number 49 (suff i cient numbers of EMR for effective grouping) in fifth
order o f importance.

Other items given high order of priority by the

superi ntendents were items number 25 (ability of parents t o accept
their chi ld as EMR) is ranked eighth.

Acceptance of the EMR by the
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publ ic is a problem of importance as seen by the superintendent s in
their ranking of item number 52 (public recognition that the EMR can
be educated to assume a position of self sufficiency) in eleventh
or der.

And twelveth in order of rank was i tem number 62 (identification

of the potent i al EMR at the pre-school or first grade level) i ndicating
t he super i ntendents feel early identification is desirable.
Further exami nation of the information in Table 20 reveals the
twe l ve i tems considered to be the least impo rtant problems t o implementat ion of t he pr ograms for the educable mentally retarded .

Th e pro-

blem items that f all in the category of policy and procedures seem to
be considered the least impo rtant in the opinion of the superintendents .
Ranked sixty- second , sixtieth, fifty-seventh and fift y-fourth were the
followi ng items i n that order .

Number 41 (admi nistra tive r e cogni tion

for t he EMR progr am), number 5 (administrative policy for EMR students) ,
number 10 (coope rat i on wl.th state agencies in development of local EMR
pr ogr am), and number 30 (establishment of st andards for administration
of the EMR program).
The problem of finance and transportation appear to have minor
i mpo rtance as t he rankings by the superint endents indicate.

Item

number 11 (s pecial transportation required by the EMR) was ranked
f i f t y-ninth wh i le item number 20 (justification of higher cost per
pup i l of t he s pec i al EMR program) and item number 24 (priority of
t he EMR program i n the total education budget of the school) were
ranked fifty - firs t and fifty-third respectively.

Other items havi ng

a l ow priority as determined by the superint e ndents are it em number 2
(under standing s tate laws concerning the education of the EMR) ranked
sixty- f irst , it em number 22 (coordination with state agenties in
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implementing the EMR program) ranked fifty-sixth, and item number 46
(clarification of school policy conerning the place of the EMR in the
total school program) ranked fifty-second in its importance.

Item

number 46 (the need for clarification of school policy concerning the
place of the EMR in the total school program) was ranked sixty first
while item number 32 (cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing
the potential EMR) was ranked siKtieth.

The fifty-ninth ranking was

item number 38 (the need for developing practices and procedures for
the

~IR

program) and item number 53 (federal funds for the local

program) was given the fifty-eighth ranking.
Four items were tied at the fifty-fifth and one half ranking .
These were item number 7 (method of reporting progress of EMR
students), item number 34 (special recording and dissemination of
pupil information in the EMR program), item number 10 (cooperation
wi th state agencies in development of iocal EMR program) and item
number 12 (ability of regular classroom teacher in identifying
potential EMR).

Item number 30 (establishment of standards for

administration of the EMR program) was ranked fifty-third while item
number 21 (staff orientation concerning the total EMR program) was
ranked fifty - second in importance.

Fifty-first in order of ranking

was item number 18 (state distribution formula for funding the EMR
program at the local level) i nd icating no need for present formula
change.
The small school principals
The principals in schools enrolling from one to ninety-nine
students viewed the area of staff personnel qualified in the area of
the educable mentally retarded as very important to implementing the
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program specially designed for these students.

Table 21 reflects

the priority of greatest and least importance of the problem items as
determined from the responses of this group of principals.
The first four rankings were concerned with personnel.

First

in importance was item number 1 (qualified classroom teachers for
instructing the EMR) second i n priority was item number 26 (qualified
personnel for the out of school program needs of the EMR) third in the
rankings was item number 51 (personnel qualified to counsel the parents
of EMR) and fourth ranked was item number 6 (ability to recruit and
retain qualified personnel for the EMR program).

Further need for

qualified personnel was indicated by the eleventh ranking of item
number 35 (counseling personnel trained for the EMR).

The fifth and

sixth place rankings indicate the importance of the special curriculum with item number 15 (specialized curriculum for the EMR
program) and item number 3 (determination of program needs for the
EMR) as well as item number 28 (special EMR program within the present
educational program) which was ranked ninth.

Other items given high

priority were item number 16 (ability to conduct fo llowup diagnosis
for pupils referred as potential EMR) ranked seventh, item number 8
(determination of criteria for the educat ional placement of the EMR)
ranked eighth, item number 13 (parental acceptance of a need for the
EMR program) ranked tenth, and item number 23 (necessity for the EMR
program in the schoo l) ranked twelveth.
Examination of the rankings considered to be of least importance in program implementation revealed that t he small school principals viewed item number 45 (faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program) as least important and ranked it sixty-second or last.
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Table 21.

Rank

The upper and lower 20 percent of ranking by the school
principals, enrollment 0/99.

Item

Statement of the problem
Upper 20 percent
Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

1

1

2

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program
needs of the EMR.

3

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

4

6

5

15

Specialized curriculum for the EMR program.

6

3

Determination of program needs for the EMR.

16

Ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program .

Ability conduct followup diagnosis for pupils referred as potential EMR.
Determination of criteria for the educational
placement of the EMR.

8

8

9

28

Special EMR program within the present educational
program.

10

13

Parental acceptance of a need for EMR program.

11

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

12

23

Necessity for the EMR program in the school.
Lower 20 percent

51

18

State distribution formula for funding the EMR program
at the local level.

52

21

Staff orientation concerning the total EMR program.

53

30

Establishment of standards for administration of the
EMR program.
Method of reporting progress of EMR student.

55.5
55.5

34

Special recording and dissemination of pupil information
in the EMR program.
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Table 21.
Rank

Continued

Item

Statement of the problem
Lower 20 percent (continued)

55.5

10

Cooperation with state agencies in development of
local EMR program.

55.5

12

Ability of regular classroom teacher in identifying
potential EMR.

58

S3

Federal funds for the local program.

59

38

Development of the practices and procedures for the
EMR program.

60

32

Cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EMR.

61

46

Clarification of school policy concerning the placement of the EMR in the total school program.
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45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program.

The medium school principals
The twelve items ranked the most important and the twelve items
ranked as least important by the principals enrolling 100 to 249
students in their school are shown in Table 22.

The reader will note

a general consistency in the rankings of this group with the other
groups of principals.
The need for professional personnel for staffing the program
needs of the special program was indicated by the high priority of
ranking given items related to professional personnel.

The

princ~pals

in this group revealed the same tendency as other groups in finding
and keep i ng the personnel qualified to work in such a specialized
field of education.
The i tems considered of upper most importance were item number 6
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Table 22.

Rank

The upper and lower 20 percent of rankings by school
principals, enrollment 100/249.

Item

Statement of the problem
Upper 20 percent

1

6

Ab i lity to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program.

2

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

3

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

4

50

Time for administrative personnel to properly research
the program needs for the EMR.

5

3

6

19

Separate facilities for the EMR program.

7

25

Ability of parents to accept their child as EMR.

8

52

Public recognition that the EMR can be educated to
assume a position of self sufficiency.

55

Released time for pe r sonnel to develop the desired
program for the EMR.

10

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program
needs of the EMR.

11

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

12

47

Local funds for financing the EMR program.

Determi nation of program needs for the EMR .

Lower 20 percent
51

21

Staff orientation concerning the total EMR program.

52

34

Special recording and dissemination of pupil i nformation in the EMR program.

53

41

Administrative recognition for the EMR program.

54

10

Cooperat ion with state agencies in development of
local EMR program.

55

18

State distribution formula for funding the EMR program
at the loc al level.
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Table 22.
Rank

Continued

Item

Statement of the problem
Lower 20 percent (continued)

56

20

57

5

58

12

59

Justification of the higher cost per pupil of the
special EMR program.
Administrative policy for EMR students.
Ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying
the potential EMR.
Method of reporting progress of EMR students.

60

22

Coordination with state agencies in implementing the
EMR program.

61

46

Clarification of school policy concerning the place of
the EMR in the total school program.
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45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program.

(abil i ty to recruit and retain qualified personnel for the EMR program)
ranked first, item number 1 (qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR) was ranked in second place while item number 51 (personnel
qualified to counsel parents of EMR) was placed in third order of
ranking.

Tenth and eleventh rankings were item number 26 (qualified

personnel for the out of school needs of the EMR), item number 35
(counseling personnel trained for the EMR).
Research was considered important by this group in their ranking
of items number 50 (time for administrative personnel to properly
research the program needs for the EMR) and number 3 (determination
of program needs for the EMR) which were ranked in fourth and fifth
place, as well as item number 55 (released time for personnel to
develop the desired program for the EMR) ranked ninth.
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Financially the highest ranking given to any item concerned with
this problem was item number 47 (local funds for financing the EMR
program) which was pla ced twelveth in importance.
Facilities for the program were viewed as sixth in importance of
ranking as indicated by item number 19 (separate facilities for the
EMR program).

Item number 25 (ability of parents to accept their

child as EMR) was considered important enough to be ranked seventh.
Public recognition was noted to be important as item number 52 (public
recognition that the EMR can be educated to assume a position of se lf
sufficiency) was ranked eighth.
Examination of the problems deemed to be least important by the
medium school principals indfcated they felt that the policy and
procedure area of this type of program does not pose any serious
barrier to implementation.

Further study revealed that the faculty

does not seem to be of great importance in the prevention of such a
special program.

Item number 45 (faculty acceptance of the EMR and

his program) was ranked sixty-second or last in importance.

Fifty-

first in rankings was item number 21 (staff orientation concerning the
total EMR program).

Placed in sixty-first order by this group was

item number 46 (clarification of school policy concerning the place
of the EMR in the total school program) while item number 22 (coordination wi th state agencies in implementing the EMR program) was
ranked sixtieth.
Administrative problems were listed in this least important
catego r y as revealed by the fifty-ninth ranking, item number 7 (method
of reporting progress of EMR student) fifty-seventh ranking, item
number 5 (administrative policy for EMR student) fifty-third ranking,
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i tem number 41 (administrative recognition for the EMR program) and
fifty-second ranking, item number 34 (special recording and dissemination of pupil i nformation in the EMR program).
This group of principals viewed item number 18 (state distribution
formula for funding the EMR program at the local level) in fifty-fifth
place tied with item number 20 (justification of the higher cos t per
pupil of the special EMR program).

Item number 10 (cooperation with

state agencies in development of local EMR program) was also tied at
the fifty-fifth ranking.
The other item in this group of least importance was item number
12 (ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying the potential
EMR) ranked in fifty-eighth order.
The large school principals
The order of ranks by the principals in schools enrolling 250 or
more students revealing items of greater importance as well as those
indicated as the least important are shown in Table 23.

Analysis of

the data indicated the group placed a high priority on the need for
qualified personnel, facilities and curriculum.
The need for personnel was reflected by the rankings of item
number 1 (qualified classroom teachers for instructinw· the EMR)
ranked first while item number 6 (ability to recruit and retain
qualified personnel for the EMR program) was ranked second.

Ranked

fifth , seventh, ninth and tenth in that order were item number 51
(personnel qualified to counsel parents of the EMR), i tem number 59
(professional personnel to adequately diagnose the EMR), item number
26 (qualified personnel for the out of schoo l program needs of the EMR),
and i tem number 35 (counseling personnel trained for the EMR).
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Table 23 .

Rank

The upper and lower 20 percent of rankings by the school
principals, enrollment 250/plus

Item

Statement of the problem
Upper 20 percent

1

1

Qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR.

2

6

Ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel for
the EMR program .

3

3

Determination of program needs for the EMR.

4

23

Necessity for the EMR program in the school.

5

51

Personnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR.

6

33

Physical facilities required for the EMR program.

59

Professional personnel to adequately diagnose EMR.

8

25

Ability of parents to accept their child as EMR.

9

26

Qualified personnel for the out of school program
needs of the EMR.

10

35

Counseling personnel trained for the EMR.

11

13

Parental acceptance of a need for EMR program.

12

15

Specialized curriculum for the EMR program.
Lower 20 percent
Understanding the state laws concerning the education
of the EMR.

51
53.5

18

State distribution formula for funding the local
program.

53.5

20

Justification of the higher cost per pupil of the
special EMR program.

53.5

45

Faculty acceptance of the EMR and his program.

53,5

60

Public communications concerning the educational
placement of the EMR.

56

32

Cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EMR.
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Table 23.
Rank

Continued

Item

Statement of the problem
Lower 20 percent (continued)

57

12

Ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying
the potential EMR.

58

53

Federal funds for the local program.

59

41

Administrative recognition for the

60

22

Coo rdination with state agencies in implementing the
~ program.

61
62

E~ffi

program.

Method of reporting progress of EMR students.
11

Special transportation required by the

~ffi.

Ranked third was item number 3 (determination of program
needs for the EMR), fourth was item number 23 (necessity for th e
EMR program in the school) and twelveth was i tem number 15
(specialized curriculum for the

~

program) indicating the desire of

the respondents for the special program for the

Sixth in order

~.

of importance to the program implementation was item number 33
(physical facilities required for the EMR program).

The two remaining

items were ranked eighth and eleventh, they were item number 25
(abi l ity of parents t o accep t their child as EMR) and item number 13
(parental acceptance of a need for

the~

program.)

The responses indicated that the large school principals
listed item number 11 (special transportation required by the
as least important and ranked sixty-second.

~)

In the sixt y-first ranking

was item number 7 (method of reporting progress

of~

students).

Four items concerned with communications were no t considered too
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important as they were ranked in the least important category.

Item

number 2 (understanding the state laws concerning the education of the
EMR) was ranked fifty-first, item number 45 (faculty acceptance of the
EMR and his program) ranked fifty-third and one half .as was item number
60 (public communications concerning the educational placement of the
EMR) and item number 22 (coordina t ion with stat e agencies in implementing the EMR program) which was ranked sixtieth.
This group rated several financial items as minor problems in
order of priority indicating the programs are not seriously hindered
by finances.

Ranked fifty-eighth was item number 53 (federal funds

for the local program) while items number 18 and 20 (state distribution formula for funding the EMR program and justification of the
higher cost per pupil of the special EMR program) were tied at the
fifty-third and one half order of ranks.

Ot her least important

items were number 41 (administ rative recognition for the EMR program)
ranked fifty-ninth, item number 12 (ability of the regular classroom
teacher in identifying the potential EMR) ranked fifty-seventh, and
item number 32 (cooperation of community agencies in diagnosing the
potential EMR) was fifty-sixth.
Composite of principals
The composi t e of the responses of the combined groups of
principals is shown in Table 24.

This reveals the upper and lower

twe l ve items i n level of priority as det ermined by the entire group
as well as comparisons to the individual groups of principal s.
The combined group had indicated that the area of staffing the
program with professional personne l qualified in their fie ld was of
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rable 24.

Comparison of the upper .and lower 20 percent of ranks of
the school principals.

Item
1umber

Combined

Princi:eal grOUES according to school enrollment
0/99
100/249
250/plus
U:e:eer 20 12ercent

1

1

1

2

1

6

2

4

1

2

51

3

3

3

5

3

4

6

5

3

26

5

2

10

9

15

6

5

15

12

11

11

10

35
25

8

19

8

13

9

10

13

59

10

13

18

23

11

12

28

4

52

12

16

8

20

11

Lower 20 12ercent

20

51

44

55

53.5

10

52

55 . 5

55

49

18

53

51

55

53.5

53

54

58

48

58

32

55

60

44

56

22

56

36

60

60

41

57

so

53

59

12

58

55.5

58

57
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Table 24.

Continued

Item
number

Combined

PrinciEal groUES according to school enrollment
0/99
100/249
250/plus
Lower 20 Eercent (continued)

59

61

61

40

60

55.5

59

61

11

61

49

50

62

45

62

62

62

53.5

46

highest importance to any special education program.

The rankings of

items number 1 (qualified classroom teachers for instructing the EMR)
ranked first, item number 6 (ability to recruit and retain qualified
personnel for the EMR program) ranked second, item number 26
(qualified personnel for the out of school program needs of the
EMR) ranked fifth, item number 35 (counseling personnel trained for
the EMR) ranked seventh and item number 59 (professional personnel
to adequately diagnose the EMR) ranked tenth, all indicate the
importance of professional staff to program implementation.
The need to recognize the problems that confront the EMR and the
development of programs that will aid

b~m

in his effort to become a

worthy member of society were found to be important as the rankings
of the combined groups of principals indicate.

The items and the

rankings were number 13 (parental acceptance of a need for EMR
program) ranked ninth, number 25 (ability of parents to accept their
child as EMR) ranked eighth, and number 52 (public recognition that
the EMR can be educated to assume a position of self sufficiency)
which was ranked twelveth.
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The program designed for the educable mentally retarded in his
effort to become educated was given high priority in the level of
importance as regarded by the rankings of the principals .

Ranked

fourth was item number 3 (determination of program needs for the
EMR), ranked sixth was i tem number 15 (specialized curriculum for the
EMR program) and ranked eleventh was number 23 (necessity for the EMR
program in the school).
Examination of the lower order of the rankings indicates that the
principals consider areas in transportation, communications and policy
as hving the least amount of importance to implementing the special
education program for the educable mentally retarded students.

Ranked

last in importance was item number 45 (faculty acceptance of the EMR
and his program) while in sixty-first ranking was item number 11
(special transportation required by the EMR).

The problems in

administrative policy do not pose serious barriers to the programming
for these children as indicated by the rankings of the combined principals.

Ranked sixtieth was item number

(method of reporting progress

of EMR students), ranked fifty - ninth was item number 46 (clarification
of school policy concerning the place of the EMR in the total school
program) , ranked fifty-seventh was item number 41 (administrative
recognition for the EMR program) and ranked fifty-second was item
number 10 (cooperation with state agencies in development of local
EMR program).
The principals as a group do not perceive the financial aspects
of programming as being very serious as they have ranked several items
in this category low in priority of importance.

Item number 20

(justification of higher cost per pupil of the special EMR program)
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was ranked fifty-first, item number 18 (state distribution formula
for funding the EMR program at the local level) was ranked fiftythird, and item number 53 (federal funds for the local program) was
ranked fifty-fo urth .
Other items ranked in the group of the least important were items
number 22 (coordaination with state agencies in implementing the EMR
program) ranked fifty-sixth, number 32 (cooperation with community
agencies in diagnosing the potential EMR) ranked fifty-fifth and
number 12 (ability of the regular classroom teacher in identifying
the potential EMR) which was ranked fifty-eighth.
Earlier in the study it was found that a high level of concordance existed among the rankings of the principal groups.

This was

indicated by the computation of W which was .774 with perfect agreement being 1.00 showing the high amount of agreement in the perceptions
of this group.
Futther examination of the most and least important rankings as
shown in Table 24 reveals that there was a greater amount of agreement among the most important items and gre ater divergence of ranking
in the items considered least important in the study.

Examples of

this agreement in the most important area are item number 23 which
ranked eleventh by the total group and ranged from fourth to twentyeighth among the individual principals rankings.

Item number 52 which

ranked twelveth by the combined principals had rankings of eight,
sixteen, and twenty among the individual groups.

These two ranks

had the widest range in the top twelve items of importance.
In the ranks of least importance the greatest range was indicated
by items number 32 ranked fifty-fif th by the group but had individual
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rankings from forty-fourth to sixtieth and number 22

~hich

ranked

fifty -s ixth by the total group but had rankings of thirty-six and
sixty among the individual groups.

This reveals the widest diver-

gence in the rankings of the principals which is not very severe,
to say the least.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The purpose of the study was to determine the importance of
problems that prevent the implementation of special education programs
for the educable mentally retarded in Utah public elementary schools.
The specific objectives that the investigator wished to determine
in the pursuit of the problem were:
1,

The priority of importance of the problem i t ems associated
with specific administrative categories.

2.

The priority of importance of the problem items as perceived
by the total population surveyed.

3.

The priori ty of importance of the problem items as determined
by the respondents according to their position in the school
administration.

4.

The priority of importance of the problem items as perceived
by the elementary principals according to their school enrollments.

These were grouped 0 to 99, 100 to 249, and 250

or over.

5.

The level of agreement among the rankings of the various groups
responding to the questionnaire.

The population surveyed for the study included the chairman of the
school board, superintendent of schools, and the principals of elementary
schools in the districts identified as not having a complete sequence
of special educat ion programs for the educable mentally retarded students
in grades one through six.

There were a total of twenty-seven school
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districts identified with 184 administrators selected for the survey
population.
A questionnaire developed by the investigator was sent to each
of the 184 selected respondents with the request for their opinion
concerning the problem items contained in the instrument.
instrument was arranged with seven administrative

The

cat~gories

having

a total of 62 problem items for the respondent to evaluate as to
their priority of importance.

These items had been selected as pro-

blems that prevent the implementation of special education programs
for the elementary educable mentally retarded child .

The responses

received from the selectees were given numerical value and the means,
determined for each item and category.

The order of ranking was

determined from the data derived from the statistical treatment with
the priority of importance ascertained for the problem items and
ca tegories.

Further statistical treatment resulted in a determination

of the concordance of agreement among the categorized rankings of the
various respondent groups as well as mean rank order coefficient
among t he rankings.

The utilization of Kendall's Wand

R was

made

for these final treatments.
To accomplish the specific objectives of the study the investigator needed to determine the significance of the data that was
supplied by the respondents to the study.
several hypothesis were tested.
1.

To accomplish this

These were:

There is no significant difference among the rankings of
administrative problem areas among the various respondents.

This hypothesis was rejected and the conclusion made that the rankings
among the respondents were highly significant at the .01 level .
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2.

There is no relationship among the various respondent
rankings of administrative areas.

This hypothesis was rejected as the investigator found the relationship to be significant at the .01 level.
3.

There is no significant difference among the rankings of
administrative problem areas among the various principal
groups.

This hypothesis was rejected since the treatment of the data indicated
significance at the .01 level.
4.

There is no significant relationship among the rankings of
the administrative problem areas among the various principal
groups.

This hypothesis was rejected and the conclusion that there was a significant correlation among the rankings of the various principal groups,
accepted.

Results were significant at the . 01 level.

Results from the study revealed the following priority of rankings
among the respondents as to the importance of the administrative
problem areas:

(1) professional personnel, (2) pupil personnel,

(3) supervision, (4) communications, (5) research, (6) finance, and
(7) policy.

Conclus i ons and Discussion
An examination of the data supplied by the respondents in the
survey revealed the level of importance of items considered as
problems preventing the imp l ementation of special education programs
f or the educable mentally retarded in the elementary schools in Utah.
The study revealed that some areas had greater importance of
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adminis trative priority.
1.

Conclusions drawn from the results were:

The study revealed that the respondents had a high level of

agreement in their ranking of the problem areas as to importance in
implementing special education programs.

The conclusion was made that

school administrators have strong comparisons in their perception of
administrative problems in programming.

The high level of agreement

strengthens the significance of the priority of the rankings of the
problem areas that resulted from the responses of the administrators.
2.

School administrators indicated the category of obtaining and

retaining qualified professional personnel was the most important
administrative problem area in development of the special education
program.

This result was similar to the findings of Wisland (1962)

in his study of the administrators of special education programs in
the 13 western states.

He found that the recruiting and retention of

qualified professional personnel was a major problem of these administrators .

Administrators planning the implementation of the special

education program should concentrate much effort on the recruiting of
the specialists in special education that he requires for his program.
3.

The respondents to the study indicated the specific problem

of placing a well qualified classroom teacher in charge of instructing
the EMR held highest priority and was the individual problem of
greatest concern.

McKenzie (1964) found this to be true in his study

in Nebraska, where administrators indicated that many special education programs were not implemented due to the lack of teachers
qualified i n special education.

The Utah administrators indicated

this need by the high priority given the item, qualified classroom
teachers for instructing the EMR.
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4.

The findings from the study indicate that certain program

determinations must be made by the school in its effort to provide
programs at an early age for the educable mentally retarded.

The

importance of procedures in finding and diagnosing the EMR, his
educational placement, curriculum specially designed for his needs,
and the facilities to provide the proper environment for educational
achievement are commitments that the school must make in order to
properly assist the special student.

The results from the infor-

mation supplied by the respondents indicate that these areas are
major considerations to program implementation.

Porter (1960) found

this to be a major problem i n his study in Conneticut concerned with
the administering of programs for the handicapped.
5.

There was a strong indication that the need for communications

between the school and its various publics was important enough to
warrant consideration.

The need for an informed public is essential

to the understanding and support of the school program and school
officials in charge of public communications must be committed to
adequately meeting the informational needs of the public whether it
be parents, teachers, or the community in general.
6.

The low priority given to the category of administrative

policy by all groups, leads the investigator to conclude that present
administrative policies are generally seen as being adequate for the
implementation of programs, or at least pose no problem to such
programs.

Since the administrators responding to the request for

data revealed a low priority for administrative policy, it appears
that most school policies presently do not isolate the special student
from an opportunity for education although a special program may
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not be available to him.
Recommendations
Certain recommendations are made in an attempt to assist in the
solution of major problems which confront administrators attempting
to implement the programs for the educable mentally retarded in their
schools.
1.

School leader s recognizing the need for qualified personnel

to successfully implement programs in special educat i on s hould str ongly
encourage personnel they consider as having the potential fo r success
to join the ranks of the special educators.

This may be done through

personal and other encouragement of present teachers indicating a
desire to enter the field or high school and college students indicating the same interest.

2.

Although finances were not given a high priority the schools

should investigate the need for money to encourage personnel to enter

the special education field.

Higher salaries, additional pay for

special classes , sabbaticals with pay to study, summer school
attendance with renumeration, and other:"financial inducements could
be a great aid in the retaining of personnel for the special education
classroom.

3.

Institutions of higher learning should be appraised of the

need for professional personnel for the special education programs
of the public school.

Further investigation of this need will assist

in determination of improving present program and the implementation
of new programs to meet the demand.

Programs to develop qualified

teachers, s upervisors, and counselors are important in the education
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of the desired personnel for schools.
4.

In order to meet the personnel needs of the special programs

in the public schools, higher education should work closely with
administrato rs and teachers in the public schools to better determine specific needs.

There are differences in the staff needs of a

small rural school and a large urban one.
5.

School districts unable to implement programs of their own

for the educable mentally retarded should investigate the feasibility
of a cooperative venture with adjacent school districts.

Many

problems that appear too large for the individual school district
may well be solved through a cooperative venture.

Recruiting person-

nel may be more enticing with a larger program as well as the financial
assistance being cooperatively supported.

More children for effective

grouping, physical facilities, and curriculum development may more
easily be overcome through this approach.
6.

There is a definite need for good communications with parents,

public and the school faculty.

In order to gain the support and

assistance of these groups they must be kept well informed as to the
needs of the exceptional chiad and what the school can offer him in
the way of an education.

School administrators should explore all

avenues of communications available to them and make every effort to
disseminate appropriate information.
Cooperation with local, state and federal agencies as well as
some private groups, provide the schools with a wealth of mater ial
and resources which can be used in this effort.
7.

School administrators concerned with the possibility of

implementing the special programs in their school should realize the
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priority of importance of the various administrative problem areas.
In understanding these problems they are better able to budget their
time and effort in the development of programs and their implementation.
8.

Several items pointed to the need for early diagnosis of the

special student and early placement in a proper educational curriculum .
School leaders should cooperate effectively with parents, medical
personnel, community agencies, as well as their own teachers and
counselors.

Such an approach may prove more effective in the early

identification, diagnosis and educational placement of the educable
mentally retarded child.

Thisprobably is a more serious consideration

of the small remote school than of the larger urban school with greater
personnel resources.

Every child has a place in the world.
The public education system was designed
to assist those who enter its doors to
find that place with greater ease.
Speculation
Finding out which problems stop the implementation of special
education programs is a difficult task.

The best tha t can be expected

from respondents is an expression based on their perceptions .

It is

well known that perceptions are affected by a variety of variables.
Therefore, the perceptions reported in this study may not be th e real
problems that stop programs for the educable mentally r etarded, but
they have a certain probability of being defenses or excuses fo r not
implementing.

From the viewpoint of the respondent, however, the

problem is very real, whether it is factually or psychologically
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derived.

From the researchers point of view, he must report

what he finds and recommend that the problem, whatever its source,
be solved if educable mentally retarded programs are to be established.
It has long been assumed that teachers are open to change and
means that meet the needs of all students.

Although this study found

that administrators ranked low in priority the faculty rejection
problem, it has been experienced in many instances that programs have
been obstructed or failed because there was a lack of faculty
acceptance.

One can only assume then, that administrators, in this

study see otherproblems as being more important and more fundamen tal
obstructions to the installation of programs for the educable mentally
retarded.
One of the crucial school problems, as expressed by administrators,
is the need for more money, yet the respondents in this study placed
the financial category low in order of priority .

Here again, they may

have ranked other problems as more fundamental, assuming that financial
aid would help in their solution.

Certainly in looki ng at the high

priority problems many of them could be solved with more money.
Higher salaries would induce more qualified peop l e to remain in Utah
rather than seeking more lucrative positions outside the state.

Equip-

ment and materials for the program would aid in better assistance to
the learning process.

Training programs could be more broadly supported.

Is there a failure among the people to recognize that mentally
retarded children exist in their population ?

One wonders about the

statement, "we have no retarded children in our school and have no
need for a special program."

Are present evaluative measures being
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used or are they ignored?

If they are used, are they properly

administered and are the results understood and used?

Perhaps this

calls for uniform evaluation procedures, easily understood and coordinated by a central agency.
In the development of the questionnaire for the study every
attempt was made to include a ll pertinent problems which related to
the purposes of the study.

However, there is the possibility that

some crucial problems which may have added to the results of the
study were inadvertently omitted .
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AJmendix A
Item Statistics

Total Pppulation

Chairmen

Superintendents

Item
Mean

SEm

SD

Mean

SEm

SD

Mean

SEm

1

4.278

.098

1.252

4.238

.0275

1.189

4.708

.175

.859

2

3 .284

.916

1.166

3.571

.275

1.121

2.875

.193

.947

3

3.952

.917

1.167

3.952

.201

.921

3.667

.177

. . 868

4

3.648

.100

1.278

3.381

.223

1.024

3.625

.275

1.345

5

3.179

.095

1.215

3.048

. 263

1 .203

2.885

.174

.850

6

4.216

.104

1.327

4.286

.260

1.189

4.458

. 282

1.382

7

3.142

.088

1.119

3.238

.206

.944

3.375

.189

.924

8

3 .525

.094

1.201

3.619

.189

.865

3.333

.206

1.007

9

3.444

. 091

1.158

3 . 322

.187

.865

3.458

.255

1.250

10

3.167

.095

1.207

3.258

.248

.944

3.042

.195

.955

11

3 .000

.101

1.272

2.982

. 276

1.265

2.917

.2 75

1.349

12

3 .148

.088

1.119

3.476

.290

1.327

2.961

. 255

1.248

13

3.763

.103

1.315

3. 714

.310

1.419

3.833

.246

1.204

14

3.556

.093

1.185

3.611

. 201

.921

3.468

.241

1.179

15

3 .753

.101

1.290

3.590

.235

1.076

3.583

.324

1.586

16

3 . 580

.093

1.189

3.351

.222

1.017

3.395

.247

1.209

17

3.500

.089

1.127

3.524

.245

1.123

3.657

. 187

. 917

18

3.290

.101

1.284

3.609

.212

.9 73

3.552

.233

1.141

19

3.679

.108

1.377

3.619

.263

1.303

3.917

. 255

1.248

20

3.302

. 098

1.242

3.809

.164

.750

3.318

.260

1.274

21

3 . 364

.094

1.194

3 . 648

.234

1.071

3.620

.189

.924

22

3.123

.095

1. 204

3.000

.239

1.095

3.083

.208

1.018

number

SD
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Total Population

Chairmen

Superintendents

Item
SEm

SD

Mean

SEm

SD

Mean

SEm

SD

23

3.704

.101

1 .285

3.600

.201

.921

3.500

.217

1.063

24

3.414

.092

1.167

3.340

.242

1.111

3.292

. 195

.955

25

3.815

.098

1.242

3.809

.190

.8 73

3.958

.195

.955

26

3.889

.102

1.295

3.857

.287

1.315

3.938

.259

1.268

27

3.253

.089

1.127

3.333

.126

.577

3.125

. 184

.900

28

3.605

.103

1.311

3.429

.273

1.248

3.645

.207

1.013

29

3.432

.092

1.168

3.704

.156

.717

3.542

.180

.884

30

3.272

.098

1.251

3.456

.356

1.632

3.208

.199

.977

31

3.438

.096

1.216

3.480

.273

1 .250

3.605

. 198

.970

32

3.173

.100

1.274

2.952

.297

1.359

3.385

.168

.824

33

3.772

.095

1.207

3.667

.199

.9 13

4.167

.187

.917

34

3.216

.090

1.151

3.143

.270

1.236

3.328

.223

1.090

35

3.932

.099

1.262

4.143

.221

1.014

4.417

. 158

.776

36

3.616

.089

1.138

3.541

.245

1.121

3.792

.159

.779

37

3.600

.099

1.258

3 . 634

.244

1.117

3.728

.229

1.12 2

38

3.407

.087

1.106

3.658

.223

1.024

3.578

.133

.654

39

3.630

.091

1.163

3.741

.241

1.102

3.701

.185

.908

40

3.463

.086

1.093

3.744

. 181

. 831

3.676

.167

.816

41

3.088

.100

1.272

3.174

.221

1.014

2.833

.231

1.129

42

3.451

.096

1 .226

3.486

.273

1.249

3.460

.248

1.215

43

3.728

.098

1.246

4.000

.195

.894

3.797

. 282

.28 2

44

3.537

. 100

1 .276

3.496

.254

1.167

3.687

. 206

1.008

45

3.099

.094

1.196

3.224

.217

.995

3.417

.158

.776

46

3.189

.090

1.142

3.278

.266

1.221

3.303

. 155

.761

47

3 . 611

.104

1.214

3.629

.244

1.117

3.634

.293

1.17 3

number

Mean
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Total Population

Superintendents

Chairmen

Item
Mean

SEm

SD

48

3.593

.095

1.214

49

3.599

.107

1.367

number

50

3 .642

Mean

SEm

SD

3.531

.254

1.165

3.250

.266

Mean

SEm

SD

3.709

.213

1.042

1.221

4.208

.225

1.103

.253

1.239

.096

1.224

3.311

.252

1.155

3.681

3.929

.228

1.044

4.423

.134

.658

51

4.049

.090

1.152

52

3.747

.092

1.176

3.667

.199

.913

3.875

.174

.850

53

3.198

.109

1.382

3.017

.305

1.396

3 . 427

.275

1.349

54

3.505

.088

1.116

3.833

.186

.854

3 .618

.132

.647

55

3.550

.100

1.271

2.967

.207

. 949

3.695

. 206

1.007

56

3.562

.084

1. 750

3.510

.225

1.030

3.750

.162

. 794

57

3.544

.098

1.251

3 .499

. 225

1.030

3.661

.177

.868

58

3 .45 7

.094

1.191

J.408

.213

.978

3.492

.199

.978

59

3. 784

.095

1.204

3.676

. 211

.966

4.000

.209

1.02 2

60

3.358

.098

1. 244

3.440

.235

1.076

3.563

.180

.881

61

3.401

.100

1.268

3.155

. 251

1.153

3.510

.159

.780

62

3.698

.106

1.352

3.905

.206

.944

3.865

.211

1.035
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Item
number

Principals 0/99
Mean
SEm
SD

Principals 100/249
Mean
SEm
SD

Principals 250/+
Mean
_SBm
SD

1

4.029

.217

1.267

4.229

.188

1.114

4.319

.215

1.476

2

3.235

.219

1.281

3.741

.153

.910

3.361

.191

1.311

3

3.750

.245

1.431

4.057

: 142

.838

4.128

.184

1.262

4

3.559

.236

1.375

3.771

.174

1.031

3.820

.198

1.356

3.206

.226

1.321

3.186

.168

.994

3.426

.199

1.363

3.824

.239

1.395

4.486

.126

.742

4.213

.217

1.488

2 .971

.200

1.167

3.143

.170

1.004

3.170

.183

1 .257

8

3.676

.210

1.224

3.528

.166

.980

3.532

.213

1.457

9

3.471

. 212

1.237

3.329

.147

.873

3.617

. 186

1.278

10

2.971

.225

1.314

3.200

.187

1.106

3.383

.186

1.278

11

3.044

.231

1.347

3.257

.198

1.172

2 . 872

.184

1.262

12

2.971

.229

1.337

3.171

.186

1.098

3.298

.197

1.350

13

3.618

.231

1.349

3.857

.184

.089 ·

3.882

.202

1.387

14

3.441

.212

1.236

3.686

.167

.987

3.606

.191

1.311

15

3.794

.218

1.274

3.828

.154

.912

3.861

.202

1.387

16

3. 706

.213

1.244

3.500

.144

.853

3.840

.191

1 . 307

17

3.353

.202

1.178

3.400

.144

.847

3.660

.186

1.273

18

3.015

.233

1.359

3.200

.182

1.079

3.340

.214

1.464

19

3.529

.236

1.376

4.042

.164

.968

3.478

.239

1.640

20

3 .118

.201

1.175

3.200

.191

1.132

3.340

.207

1.418

21

3.000

.189

1.101

3.243

.210

1.245

3 . 542

.185

1.266

22

3.221

.206

1.200

3.114

.196

1 .157

3.213

.195

1.334

23

3.588

.239

1.395

3.629

.201

1.190

4.064

.203

1.389

24

3.295

.204

1.189

3.543

.176

1.039

3 . 585

:187

1.280

25

3 .456

.236

1.376

4.000

.183

1.085

3.925

. 203

1.389

26

3.882

.222

1.297

3.929

.158

.938

3.915

.213

1.457

6

98
Item
number

Principals 0/99
Mean
SEm
SD

Principals 100/249
Mean
SEm
SD

Principals 250/+
Mean
·sEm
SD

27

3.059

.211

1.229

3.286

:i86 '

1.100

3:468

.185 " 1.266

28

3.632

.226

1.319

3.543

.214

1.268

3.734

.210

1.437

29

3.088

. 229

1.334

3.771

.170

1.008

3.447

.192

1.316

30

2.985

.219

1.279

3.356

.154

.910

3.494

.192

1.314

31

3.281

.217

1.26 3

3.457

.176

1.040

3.489

.194

1.333

32

2.853

.264

1.540

3.371

. 184

1.087

3.319

.183

1.253

33

3.309

.234

1.364

3.814

.150

.944

3.957

.192

1 .318

34

2.971

.205

1.193

3.443

. 166

.980

3.404

.168

1.155

35

3 .603

.260

1.418

3.915

.169

.998

3.894

. 200

1 . 371

36

3.485

. 212

1.237

3.714

.127

. 750

3.638

. 198

1.358

37

3.190

.263

1.533

3.700

.133

.789

3. 831

.193

1.324

38

2.941

.219

1.278

3 . 343

.129

.765

3.660

.178

1.221

39

3.368

.215

1.256

3.657

.153

.906

3.787

. 190

1.301

40

3 .265

.221

1.286

3.600

.131

.775

3.553

.182

1. 248

41

3 .029

.209

1.218

3 . 215

.169

1.003

3.234

.230

1.577

42

3.074

. 207

1.205

3.471

.161

.951

3.745

.189

1.293

43

3.426

.257

1.501

3 . 843

.149

.879

3.766

.180

1.237

44

3 .250

.247

1.442

3.229

.185

1.095

3.798

.196

1.345

45

2.735

2.17

1. 263

2.914

.194

1.147

3.360

.191

1.307

46

2.764

.203

1.182

3.057

.188

1.110

3.500

.182

1.249

47

3 .1 31

.272

1.585

3.886

.158

.932

3.777

.206

1.413

48

3.176

.209

1.218

3.728

.144

.852

3.808

.203

1.393

49

3 . 397

.277

1.617

3.800

.182

1.079

3.511

. 204

1.397

50

3 . 338

. 235

1.368

4.086

.138

.818

3.723

.179

1.228

51

3. 853

. 236

1.374

4 . 171

.126

.747

4.043

.190

1.3oa

52

3 . 514

.236

1.376

3.971

.151

3 .78 7

.192

1.318

.891

99
Item
number

PrinciEals OL99
SEm
SD
Mean

PrinciEa1s 100L249
SD
Mean
SEm

PrinciEa1s 250L+
Mean
SEm
SD

53

2.956

.303

1. 766

3.315

.164

.968

3. 277

.189

1.297

54

3. 059

.211

1.229

3.486

.144

.853

3.660

.191

1.307

55

3.146

.269

1.566

3 . 943

.136

.802

3.814

.196

1.345

56

3.382

.194

1.129

3.615

.154

.910

3.681

.173

1.185

57

3.412

.243

1.417

3.757

.136

.808

3.521

.225

1.544

58

3.324

.222

1.296

3.400

.184

1.090

3.660

.188

1.290

59

3. 575

.247

1.438

3.785

.168

. 994

3.936

.184

1. 258

60

3.190

. 245

1.431

3.429

.185

1.092

3.360

.200

1.372

61

3.161

.262

1.527

3.514

.190

1.121

3.596

.194

1.328

62

3.441

.257

1.501

3 . 585

.240

1.418

3.851

.204

1 . 398

100

Appendix B
Letters and Questionnaire

UTAH

ST A

TE

UNIVERSITY

DARYL CHASE , PRESIDENT
LOGAN,

UTAH ,

1-4321

COll EG E OF EDUCATION
JOHN C CARliSlE. DEAN
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAl ADMINISTRATION

I am in the process of ga thering informa tion concern in g th e problems of
imp l ementing special education programs for t he educab le mentally r e tarded
in Utah elementary schools.

In your position as an elementary school prin-

cipal, you are responsible with other educational personnel for the curriculum in the elementary school. Therefore, I am asking for a few minutes
of your time to complete the enclosed questionnaire. Knowing that there
are many demands upon your time, I have attempted to keep this as short as

possible and find that it can be completed in less than 30 minutes.
The statements in the questionnaire are all problems identifi ed as preventing programs of special ed ucation in the school curriculum. You are
asked to check the se problems in relation to their import ance as you see

them in regard to your school position.

Since I will be asking other

school personne l for their opinions, I would appreciate your completing
the questionnaire before you discuss it wi th o ther s . In order t o solve
problems we mus t first understand them and then arrive at solutions
I

assume that we will have better understanding of this problem of education
as a resu lt of your aid in this study.
I appreciate your assis tance in behalf of this s tudy and have enc l osed a
s tamped self -addr essed envelope for you r conv en ience and a rapid return.
If you desire the resu lts of this study, please check the form on the
instru ction sheet .
Sincerely,

John L . Beitia
Graduate Assis t ant

Office of the

UTAH STA TE BOARD OF EDUCATION
140 0 UNIVE RSITY CLUB BUILDIN G
136 EA ST SOUT H TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111

STATE SUPERINTENDENT
Of PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
T. H. BELL
Superintendent

This letter wi ll indicate the interest of the Utah State Board of Education
in the study being conducted by John L. Beitia of Utah State University .
W e fee l with the gathering of information concerned with our educationa l
programs in Utah, we wi ll have a better source of evaluation and
understanding. With such data at hand, our position to offer constructive
advice is greatly enhanced .
In order to complete the study , Mr. Beitia i s conducting a survey of
se l ected school district board chairmen, superintendents , and e le mentary
principals. His survey is concerned with the problems that school
administrators find resist the changes req ui red to implement special
education programs for the educ a b l e menta ll y retarded students . To
gather this informati on and t_o expedite the completi on of t h e study , we
ask you to cooperate with Mr . Beitia in this survey .
Sincerel y yours,

~
T . H . BELL
State Superintendent
of Public Ins truction
THB/ls

WALTER 0. TALBOT. Deputy Supermtendenl for Admrnrstratron

• LERUE WINGET. Deputy Supermtendent lor lnstructron • JAY J. CA MPBEll, Deputy Supeuntendent for lns!lluhons

Help! I need Help! Recently I sent you a letter that included
a questionnaire concerned wi th problems that prevent implementation
of special education programs for the educable mentally retarded
students in our elementary school . Since I have not received
your completed questionnaire I was wondering if something had
gone wrong.
Possibly the original letter never reached you or it might have
been overlooked in the press of other matters . Therefore, I am
enclosing another copy of the questionnaire, still needing your
assistance to complete .

This information is vitally necessary

to the study I am conducting concerning these problems preventing program implementation . Please complete and return this
questionnaire. It does not require much time as I have made
every effort to keep it as ,·short as possible t o avoid t aking up
your time . I know there are many demands placed on you daily.
Included with the questionnaire is a stamped self-addressed
envelope for you in returning the completed instrument at your
earliest possible convenience.
Sincerely,

John L. Beitia
Graduate Assistant

INSTRUCTIONS
This survey is concerned with identifying the problems th a t prevent
special education programs for th e edu cabl e mentally retarded child t en in
As you kn ow , the educabl e mentally r eta rded s tu -

Utah e lementary schools

dent fa ll s in the I Q. range of 55 to 75 who is not able to benefit from
th e normal schoo l program but can d evelop the sk ill s and abilities to become soc iall y ac ceptab le.

Your a ssist ance in the compl e tion of t he fol-

lowing questionnaire will be valuabl e in assessment of the prob lems.
The following bri ef descriptions are given for your consid eration in
eva l uating the sta t eme nt s.

These s t atements have been identified as pro -

bl ems in the educa tional pro gramming for th e educable mentally retarded .
MAJOR PROBLEM .

one th a t is considered extremely important and
should receive major consideration

MODERATE PROBLEM:

one considered to have les s than major importance

AVERAGE PROBLEM:

one th a t would rece i ve normal consideration in

MINOR PROBLEM.

o ne havi ng a s mall amount of consideration and

but more than average in asp e ct.

prog ram de t er mination .

of little importance.
NO PROBLEH·

one having no effect whatsoe ve r upon the program
detE'rrrli'lation.

EXAMPLE:
Ple ase ind icate your choice with a check ma rk in the appropriate box.
Major Moderate Average Minor

Qu estion No. 77

Financial aid for EMR* needs .

I IV I

·;,EMR the abbrev i ation for educable men ta lly r e ta rd ed which

~<ill

thr oughout the quest i onnaire for Lhe sake df br ev ity .

I desir e a copy of the results of the s t udy
Name

School Enro l lme nt

Po sition

Correction,

Addr ess

i(

needed

I

be use d

No

Please indicate your choice in th e appropriate box with a check ma rk.

Major Moderate Average Mino r
Qua lif ie d classroom teach e rs for instructing th e EMR
Unde rsLanding the state laws concerning the education

of th e EMR.
Determination of program needs for the EMR.
Ability of the school to communicate th e diagnosis
of EMR to the par e nts.
Administrative policy fo r

E~~

students.

Abi.l ity to recruit a nd r eta in qualified personnel
for th e EMR program.
Method o f r eport ing progress of EMR student .
De t ermi nation of c r ite ria for the educational

placement of the EMR.
Evaluac ion of the l oc al EMR program nee ds.
Coop eration with sta t e agenci es in development of

local EMR program .
Special tran sportation requi red by the EMR ,

Abilit y of the regular classroom teacher in
identifying the potential EMR.
Pare nt al acceptance of a need for EMR program .
Community recogn ition of the e ducational needs of

the

E~~

stu dents .

Sp ec ializ ed cu rri culum for the EMR program .
Abilit y t o conduct fo llowup dia gnosi s for pupils
r e f e rr ed as polential

E~~.

Acceptable curricu lum goa l s fo r EMR p rogram.
State distribution fo rmula fo r funding the EMR
program at the local leve l .
Separate facilities for the EMR program.
Justificati on of the higher cost per pupil of the
sp ecial EMR prog r am .
Staff orient ..rion conc e rning th e to tal EMR program
Coordi nation with state agenc i es in impleme ntin g

th e EMR program.
Nec essity for the EMR program i n the s chool.
Priorit y of the EMR program in t he LOLa l education
budget of the school

No

Majo r Mode rat e Ave rage Minor
Ab il

of parent s to accept their child as EMR.

i~ey

Qua lified personnel for the out of school program
nee dls of th e EMR
Promto't i onal policy for the EMR
Spec i.al EMR program within th e pr esent educational
p ro~ram.

Unde·r s tanding

o[

research in the area of EMR.

Estrublishment of s tandards for admi nistration of
the ENR program.
Sp ec i.al t esti ng r e quired for the EMR program .
Coop er ation of community agencies in diagnosing

the pot en ti a l EMR.
Physic al facilities required for the EMR program
Spec ia l recording and dissemination of pupil
information in th e EMR program .
Coun~eling

personnel trained for the EMR .

Recognition o f the spec ial educa tional needs
req\.t i red in the EMR program .

State funds a vailable for the EMR .
Developmen t of the practices and proc edures for

the Et!R prog r am.
E&rly plac ement policy fer

e du~atin g

th e EMR·

Acceptabl e eva luative me asures for the achievement

of EMR pupil .
Administrali ve recognition for the EMR prog ram .

Development of long range goals for EMR .
Supervisory personnel trained in the EMR area.

Prop er diagnost i c effort t o educationally plac e
the EMR after id enti fication
Faculty accept anc e of the EMR and his p r ogram.
Clarific ation of scho ol policy conc e rning the place

of th e

E ~IR

i n th e total schoo l pr ogram

Local fund s for financing the EMR pr ogram.
Dev e lopment of tec hniq ues to evaluate e ff ec tivenes s

of the EMR program.
Suffici en t numbers

o[

EMR for effect ive grouping

Tim= fo r administrative personnel to properly

res =arch the program needs for Lhc EMR.

No

Najor Hoderate Average Hinor
Persconnel qualified to counsel parents of EMR
Publ Jic reco gnition that the EMR can be educated
a~s s ume

to

a position of self sufficiency

Fede 1ral funds for the local program .
Tec h1niques for elementary teachers in identification

of p<Ot: e ntial EMR pupils
Rel e .a sed time for personnel to develop the desired
prog. ram for th e EMR .
Utilization of present research in the EMR area.

Development of the ENR program within the normal
sch o·ol program .
Acce •pt:anc e of til e EMR wi thin th e total educational
program in the sc hool.
Professional personnel to adequately diagnose EMR .
Public communications concerning the educational

plac ernent of the EMR
Public acce ptance of the EHR program .
Iden.t i fic atio n of the potent i al EMR at the pre s choo l or firs t grad e level.

ts e rank the fo llowi ng problem categories as you perceive their importanc e.
1

~umb e r

by

Rank

( 1- 2-3-4-5 -6-7-8) with numb er one bein g most important a nd e i ght least

The qual ified personnel needed for the EMR program.
De ve lopme nt of the total educational program including the EMR needs .
The finan cial needs of the EMR program .
Communi cations with parents and public .

Compl e t e diag no s tic effo rt to properly identif y and place the EMR.
The physica l facilities required by th e EMR pro gram.
Det e rmination of s chool policy concernin g the EMR .
Deve l opmen t of cooperative int er -di s 1 r i c t EMR program
the fo llowing space fo r any comment s concerning thi s survey or probl ems of educ ating

EHR

Thank you f or your kind assi stance .

No
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